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The resent study is concex-na. with tho effects 
of different levels of "cohosiver'ess'’ on the persuasiveness 
and era lasiblllty of individuals in a t.-o ,'orsor. verbal 
interaction situation. In particular, changes '• verbal 
behavior ever tl • are obtained, ' ow the ;ex of tie 
nartlcipants affects the liscusni- n ind outcome is also 
investi .ted.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The experiment reported in thia thesis is concerned with

the effects of different levels of "cohesiveness" on the persuasiveness 

and peeruassiiiity of individuals! paired, and discussing a topic 

on which they disagree. C>heeivem»ss in previous investigations 

has been uaipplated in a variety of ways, and the mat common of 

these la employed in the resent investigation. S^U^i^<^t^ia. prior 

to being '.'aired, wore informed that they would like and ie liked 

by the other individual or, conversely, that there was no reason to 

believe they would like one another. Previous studies sugs eat that 

the effects of ouch rior instructions are a powerful determinant of 

sosial iehvior, In contract to «ny earlier experimeens, the 

resent Investigation is concerned with face-to-face social 

interaction, and ih jpaticular, obtains meeauree of change in 

verba betartor over time. In addition, predictions of outcome, 

based a learning t heory interpretation of the Min variables, 

are tested. How the sex of the participants affects discussion 

and outcome is also investigated.

In the following chapters, the relevant experisennal 

literature Wil be reviewed, hypotheses derived, the experi^nne! 

rnthod described, and the results outlined and discussed.

Vi
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In thia review, relevant . owled/e rogM'dlng the two 

viriablee (echo a Ivanas* an -ex) vd b aalt with » par.toly.

A saeticn on parson orca tlon will be included.

(1) slyvnoag

The eonea t of "cohogivaness we# first lefined by

- st n er ^1953, . 14. <e wrote, 'Cheaivenaus of » is

• •••.«•«••••• the resultant o *11 ’ho forces actin* on the mU a.-e 

to retain in the -roup." Or, ia Back (1951* F< ) a Med: "In other 

wcrde, cihaa venasa in the attraction of re«b*rgr4> in a gn.«r for 

its sio-b> rs.M

Cartwright <ind er.dar *‘1953, 19&C) *ta*e that three d.ffe ent

eauir. a of "cohaalvaneaa" »*y ba dl$>tirtn.iahad. first, it aay rufer 

tv tho individual’s attraction t the group, Includin’ hie resistance 

to leaving it. The >«snd eun njj oui ! treks 1* the «t>rxlo or the 

level of the bera* Kotlvatlcn to attack their t with aaal. 

T irdly, "d.hwaive: esa’’ can ioal^nale the relative a tent tj which 

| a r -«re oo rdinat* t. >air efforts ('.a. c- perate or co :ate.)

Those authors refine the concoct of "oohesiranees" by

at ting that the attraction cf the aubjoct to the ro p will de wad

cn two set of cond ti ns. Flrat, the prparties of the 
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group such as its goals, programs, size, type of organization, 

and position in the comnunity, play an impootant role. Secondly, 

the needs of the person for affiliation, recognntion, security 

and achievement that can be meeiated by the group will also determine 

the extent to which an individual will be attracted. Thus adequate 

formuation of the concept "cohesiveness” muut involve both the 

conception of the group's nature and the needs of the individual. 

Libo (1953) and Van Bergen and Kockebaldcer (1959) further indicate 

that the concept of cohesiveness has been dealt with only on an 

individual level. For instance, Schecter, Ellertson, McBBide 

and Gregory (1951, P, 231) manipulated cohesiveness by telling the 

individual subject, before he met the other mernmbrs of the group, 

either that "there is every reason to expect that the other mernmbrs 

of the group will like you and you will like them" or that "there is 

no particular reason to think that you will like them or that they 

will care for you." Sirmiarly in the , resent ctudy, cohesiveness 

as an independent variable is manpulated on an individual level. 

Cooeeiveness is tlen defined in this ex , eriment as the personal 

attraction of one partner to the other member of the dyad.

A variety of methods have been used to vary cohesiveness, 

all of wh.ch are assumed to have the same behavioral effects. The 

attraction of one ' • ember to the other or others of the group is 

made high or low by varying the subject's interest in the activities 

the roup carries out, or the social approval that a group me-mer can 

receive, or the amount of financial reward a m^mer of a group wiil 

receive, or the status that can be btained by belonging to a 
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particular .roup* The reasons that an individual may have for his 

attraction to other ambers of the group may indeed be nuMet^iui« It 

is thus imports : t to classify the nature of the attraction that an 

individual may have since it is the basis by which cohesiveness is 

operationally defined. I otcane (196I) in reviewing sev' *ral of the 

experiments dealing with cohesiveness mikes mire apeccfic the 

’’property of groups" propounded by Back (I95I) and Festinger (I953), 

Be suggests that cohesiveness refers to the values olf the different 

kinds of rewards available to the me^m^b^rs of the group* In 

• 1 oamne* terms, the more valuable "activities” the group m»ambrs 

receive from other meamors or frcm the e 1.vironaent, the sore cohesive 

the group ia and the greater the probsbbiity that a m^r^m^c^e* will 

e sit res ponses that the group de.mnds. The 1 ord "activities" has 

in some ex 1 eriments referred to the "llking’’ or "social approval" 

that accrues to the grouj ’a me-bers The greater the value placed 

by each somber of the group on the social approval given by other 

memmbes, the 1 1 gher is the cohesiveness of the .*roup« For example, 

the 1ore t1e meembrs of a group like each other, the higher is the 

cohesiveness of the group and the oore likely it is that a group 

mumer Wil be a strong group adherent end put much effort into 

acco®:•.'iiBtLlng the group .mrose.

The following review is org1 1 niaed in terms of the 

chu>rcttrrBtLcs of cohesive groups. The 1 todies reviewed indicate 

that be!nber8 of cohesive groups are likely to be responsible 

(participate vigorously in discussions, remain in the roup when 

given the oppootmity to leave, attend many group meetings) in 

their activities, find strength and support from berbetr’hLp in the
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group, conform to the group's standards, and have similar value 

orientations*

The first experiments outlined here deal with the category 

of responsible group behavior.

^ck (1951) mani ulated cohesive'- ess in three ways. Subjects 

who were instructed that they would either (1) like each other, 

(2) receive a prize for the best group performance* or (3) obtain 

prestige by participation in a productive group were considered to 

be in high cohesive groups. Suujects who were instructed that they 

would not (1) like each other, (2) receive a prize for the best 

group performance, or (3) obtain prestige by participation in a 

productive group were considered to be in low cohesive groups. In 

this study, pairs of subjects of the same sex who had not known 

each other previously -ere intrcduced and then taken privately to 

a room where they were told to wrrte a story ab ut a set of three 

pictures. Then they were brought together and asked to discuss the 

story, after which each subject wrote a final story and interpretation. 

Though the subjects thought the pictures they had seen were 

identical, they actually were slightly different to ensure some 

discussion. One of the conclusions of t is study w - -s that those 

who were in the 1,- igh cohesive groups interacted more vigorously or 

participated more readily in the discussion than low cohesive subjects, 

regardless of how cohesiveness was mnnppuated.

Libo (1953) mee^uTed cohesiveness through the use of 

picture projective tests. Th.s was based on the assumption that the 

immediate environment influences the feelings of the subject, and
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that these in turn ri.ll be reflected in stories written ab ut the 

pictures wtdle the respondents are in a group meeting. The results 

indicated that high cohesive subjects* when subsequently left free 

to choosei remdn in the group* whhle low cohesive menbers are more 

likely to leave.

A study by G^i* Olmmtead* and Atelsek (1955) supported the 

lihyPtheeis that group bembbrs Who are highly attracted to a group 

attend more meetings and remain mernbbrs loner than subjects Who 

are relatively less attracted. Groups wi*h "expileit and objective 

gmls consisting of the creation of products or services for the 

student body" (p. JO8) and Within a size of twenty mm^bbre were 

used. Attraction to the group was defined by two meesures* socioniaerlc 

status and personal involvement. Soiom«eric status was assumed to 

reflect the relative interpersonal podtion of a me^mber within 

a group in terms of the number of friendship choices by other 

mombees. The degree to wtdch a mommer felt recp onnibility to and 

satisfaction with the organization relative to •is personal 

expeecations (me psured with a Guttman-type scale) indicated his 

personal involvement. The higher the person's score on both tests* 

the more attracted to the group he was assumed to be.

The next studies show that the me®mirB of cohesive groups 

are more likely to find strength and support from their membit8hip 

than are 1801^^8 of low cohesive groups. A study by bright (19^3) 

investigated the ef ects of frustration upon the play activity of 

pdrs of children between the ages of three and six. These children 

had been classified earlier by their nursery school teach • rs as 
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friends. Frustration was induced after 15 Dilutee of free lay by 

placing the more attractive of the toys the children ware playing with 

behind a wire screen. whdle allowing the children to continue to play 

wth the leas attractive toys* It was observed that pairs of strong 

frienda ex-reseed mare aggression (kicking. biting) towards the 

ex^ariaeener and wore coopration (e.g. leas teasing) than paira of 

weak friends. The iap'ldt acu>um Xion here ia that maBibbra of 

cohesive .-roups pr - avide each other with atre ngth and support (e.g. 

social approval) and that this enables then to retaliate when 

provoked by the environment. This conclusion was supported by 

Pepitone -nd Reichling (1955). high cohesive pairs of subjects ware 

created by being first told that they would get along vwei with 

each other. w^hle low coheeive subjects were given unfavorable 

instructions ab ut each other. The subjects, having been ir.foraed 

either that they were co^pattble or incoappaiii•l were waiting for 

further instructo<nis. At t'ie point. an assistant entered the 

rcom an d an gaged the su^^le^ts in dlscussi -n, displaying extreme 

a 'naoyarce with them. Incidiitely after ti -e "insuiter" departed. the 

•x^eriaeiter excused hiM^a^e.f and left the sub^^<^<^1ts alone. Frcm 

behind a one-way scree-. the high cohesive subjects were observed to 

express more hosile remarks against the "insuLter”. wth^e-r^i^is the 

low cohesive ■enliere. either auoke of events unrelated to their 

exp-ris^nse or sat .e•tlv•;y’. Ihua the conclusi n that ae•Jbir8 in 

cohesive groups provide each other with strength and support ard that 

this enables then to respond aggressively wen provoked is supported.

Seashore (1951.) in an induusrial catting differs - tiated 
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degrees of cohesiveness on the -asia of qua stions designed to 

menu'e the extent to which the membra perceived themselves as 

part of thair grouj * and wiwther they -referred to remain in the 

group rather than leave it, They also ware asked to compere their 

group wth other work groups in the factory on the foil owing 

paints: the way the men got along together, the way they stuck 

together, and the way they helped each other on the job. The 

larger the number of men in a sect ' on who said that they felt -art 

of t.e group, wanted to stay in it, and thought it wtais better than 

other compa^i^l^^^e groups, the higher the group cohesiveness. The 

other variables of the st'dy were derived from "three questions 

concerning: (1) the feeling of tension at work, (2) the feeling of 

being under ' res ure to me»t production standards, (?) the feeling 

of worry regarding a series of work related maiters^, and also from 

(4) two indices of security in relation to the co^jp^ny" (P. 47). 

The findings in general indicated that high cohesive subbects 

reported less frequently than low cohesive subjects that their work 

made tie® feel "jimpy’' or nervous. They also found greater security 

oir wore release from tension in their aa-ib rship activities.

The next group of studios indicates the relaticnshio between 

cohesiveness and product wity. Pairs of close friends (who are 

m>st likely to - ive social approva to each other) were found to be 

mco-e efficient in the solution of problems than cairs of strangers 

(husband, 19M). Scuddcre (1951), f- "und th- t ratings o^ proficiency 

for twelve man reconnais ance mits from the same ar-y regiment, were 

highly correlated (+.77) with the proportion o^ intraunit friendship 
choices. Hre (19&2) sug^eato, as d°es Horans (19sl), that thta type 
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of relation is probably not only duo to the 'attractivsnaas' of 

the group to its nabbra, but sleo to the esse of comwdLootlai* 

It in known that friendship acts to reduce barriers in commnicction 

(PesUnper, Catvrlgiit, Barber et al,, 19^8, ^eatinger et al. 19553).

•chathh•rl SHertron, Mo!Bide and Gregory (1951) in a more 

extensive investigation diiided uivie'aity girls into groups of 

three. The three girls were told that they were to work together

at making cardboard checkerboards. One aeinber was to cut the 

cardboard into squares, another to paste the squares onto heaider 

board and the third to paint the checkerboard. AcctuAly each 

subject was taken sepsraaely to a room and told that she would do 

the cutting job, and was allowed to believe that the other two 

girls would do the pasting and painting. They were also enc ccuraged 

to comniunicate by witing notes to eaoh other. The ex erimerters 

picked up these u otes but did act deliver them. Instead they passed 

on other, standardized, notes designed either to speed up or aloe 

down the production of the cardboard squares. The first few notes 

ware neuural in the seise that they neither demanded increased speed 

nor slowing down of production. Thus the prK^uuct.VLty of the 

subjects when asked to slow down or s e*d up could be evaluated 

against their produuctvity during the period in which they received 

these neuural notes. The min focus of interest was on how 

cohesiveness affected their alraPianae*Ath the rrequesta to mooify 

their production. Prior to mmeting the other members of their 

groups, the subjects in half of the groups had been told that the 

prolbiaiiity was very high th>t they would like each other. In other 
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groups* the mebers were informed that congenial partners could not 

be found for then end there waa no likely reaeon why they should 

like each jther*

The results indicated that subjects asked to slow down 

production wore most likely to comply if they were in a high 

cohesive rather than in a low cohesive group* If the request was 

to increase production* subjects in both high and low cohesive 

groups increased in output* with no significant difference 

between them*

Particularly important la the faat that the members of 

the groups in all these studios were in some way predisposed to 

ex eet or not to expect social approval from other group membore* 

-ihen members of a group are asked to comply with a demand of 

others in the group* expectation of social a proval increases the 

probability of compliance* In Homan's language* activity is 

exchanged for liking* that is argued here la that* at least in 

part* compliance with a request from a friend or congenial person 

is rewarded by social approval* Compliance with a request is more 

likely the greater is the expectation of social approval* The fact 

that both high aid low cohesive subjects respond to a demand to 

increase productivity is likely a function not only of ex ected 

social a prove1 in t e high cohesive group* but also a result of 

the norms of expected behavior in the low cohesive tproup. The 

experimenter in their instructions did suggest to all groups that 

high pr duction was desirable* end the norm in American society ia 

to work hard if it ia possible* The lack of difference between 
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cohesive and uncolhesive group asked to speed up nay be the result 

of this 'utlook.

The results of the study by Back (1951) already reported on 

f• , further support the gsnseslization that high cohesive subjects

are mo*e likely than low cohesive vernmbrs to comply with the wishes 

of the group. Not only did high cohesive mefflmbrs interact more 

vigorously but also they changed their o;-inion ^ore suddenly and 

radically than low cohesive suojects, who were more likely to 

coe]p>ooIe8e• In addition high cohesl ve subjects were subjected to 

more pressure to change their opinion and Mde more attempts than 

low cohesive subjects to come to an ».-i^!^iemnn.

Drectly relevant is a study by Rasmussen and Zander

The subjects in this experiment were teachers obtained from six 

public high schools. The teacher's attraction to hia rnmemberhip 

group - seme faculty group to wlhlch he belonged - was measured by 

scaled questions such as: How often wo > .Id you like to meet with 

this group? (rated from "not at all" to "every day"); If this 

group broke up for a considerable length of time and some people 

were trying to get it started again* would you wwnt to rejoin?; 

If yes* how strongly do you feel about your preference, (rated from 

"very slightly" to "very strongly"?) The higher a subject's score 

on these questions, the more he w>s assumed to be attracted to the 

group.

Conformity was mrasured by the use of questionnaires designed 

to com^re the teacher's perception of the standards of the group and 

his own real level of performance in the classroom. The results 
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supported the hypothesis that the greeter the attraction to the 

groupi the more accepting were the members of group opinion* In 

other words, there w*s greater conformity, at least in their 

written evaluation.

Members of high cohesive groups are more likely than low 

cohesive subjects to conform or adhere to the group standards* 

Seashore(195M, using the measure of cohesiveness already described 

on P* , showed that the more cohesive a group or section was, the 

more likely it eras to show little variability in the productivity 

of its members. Vhere output was measured as the number of pieces 

finished in a given time, the management had set up standards of 

roduction and informed the workers daily of their productivity 

expressed as a percentage of the standard. This procedure allowed 

both the management and the researchers to compare the output of 

groups doing wholly different jobs*

Certain characteristics of members of the high cohesive 

group were apparent in this investigation* They were more apt than 

members of low cohesive groups to have the following traits: 

1) to be similar to one a other in age, 2) to be of longstanding 

service in the company, and 3) to feel that others workers th ught 

they had good jobs* It is quite likely that these factors were 

important contributors to the degree of coheoiveness observed.

3chachter (1951) further supported the finding that members 

of high cohesive groups plac a greater value than low cohesive unite 

on group goals. In this study, cohesiveness was based on the extent 

to which the subjects were interested in the task they ere asked to 
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perform, -dthin each .roup, three types of sublets (paid paticipants) 

acted out certain roles. These ware the "deviate", the "slider" 

end the "conformee". "Daervatea" wwre subjects who maintained 

an extreme position that remained unchanged throughout the 

discussion. The "slider" began by assuming an extreme pooition 

relative to the group norm, and then slowly shifted toward the 

group norm, as if he ware being persuaded. "Conformers" supported 

the "motal" opinion throughout the discussion. Td.s was the 

opinion mmst commonly held by the other melHmer8 of the group.

In both groups* more coBojsuncction >as addressed to the 

deviate than to either the mode or the slider. Cohasive mmnbars 

ctbmmuicctea more and tried to influence •• ore than uncohesive 

Bubbeeta. /is the group norm of opinion became clear* and as the 

bec!bi^8 .recognized wno the deWate was, the number of ctmIlmULccaions 

directed to him tended to increase • hareas they • emined constant 

to the ’mode’ or 'slider'. In the high cohesive group when it 

was realized that the 'deviate' would not change his opinion, 

interaction to him tended to decrease. To put it another wwy, 

he was rejected, and so the high colMaive group was able to protect 

its psychological co■ppoiCion.

After the discussion two tests deai ned to indicate the 

degree of social approval that •amcber5 accorded each other were 

adainnctered. Fiirat, using a stcitaet^ic test, mecmers were told 

that at a possible future mmeting of the group it might be necessary 

to leave somebody out. They • ere asked to rank • srder the•r fellows 

beginmin^ with the person each would most like to have remain with 

the • roup ending with the - --arson they w • uld least like to have regain.
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Secondly, the investigator informed the subjects that it m-ght 

also be necessary to form suicrnltte•e of the • roup. Three 

corailitees • Executive. steering, and Correspondence - were 

described. The first was the moat, attractive, the second next, 

and the third least. Each subject was asked to wr^'te down the 

names of the other membra that he would lie to see serving on 

each co^rnmttee.

On the socioneeric test, deviates in the different groups 

received a lower degree of choice than did either the sliders or 

the mcrida. They w^re most likely to be chosen as the person to 

be left out. Of particular irt^erest was the observation that this 

te-dency was greatest in the high cohesive groups. further, deviates 

were designated more often for the w^r^r^lt coim-itee and least for 

the beat coMmtt^e. Th.s is even more evidence that

cohesive membbrs are more eager than uncolhesive be:Dbira to protect 

the group stand.-rds by nejecting those who transgress them.

Horans (1961) sug -eats that a reenent from a • roup partner 

with one's own opinion is valuable in so far as it mans obtaining 

social ap^i^r^^^a^a. Continued refusal to agree with another leads to 

a decrease in interaction. Roams notes that removal of such 

sooial a•proval may be withdrawing a reward that a subject has come 

to ex pet, and so may be met not only wth indifference but also 

with eortility. Td.s type expoecation is likely to be greater 

in the high cohesive groups, because they have been led to exnect 

greater rewards and thus their eorStlity should be more extensive. 

&>lacrriig this latter concept, the reason for less social approval 

being given to deviates in the high cohesive than in the low cohesive 
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groups becomes clearer, The fact that the deviates are more 

readily rejected further indicates a similarity of values among 

the cohesive subjects,

In a number of the studies considered so fair the subjects 

were asked by others in the grou 1 , or thought they 1 ere asked, to 

change their activity so as to make it more valuable to the others. 

In return for this, it was mde clear that they sight expect 

rewards, in the form of social approval. No ether clear-cut 

soi^ces of reward could be expected by the subjects. In the 

Sstaahher study, for example, a high cohesive meembr, asked to 

speed up heir output of squares, '«sght expect to get social approval, 

but if she acted in any other aay the rewards she would receive 

were not designated,

Human behurtLor usually involves the making of choices

between two or mre alternative activities, each of wMch can lead 

to a different reward. One particular res 1 onse often negates the 

occurrence of any other responses. Thus a subject acting in one 

way precludes the 1oossbblity of being re warded through alternative 

actions. In this sense the subject volunnarily foregoes the rewards 

that he wight have received if he had behaved otherwise. Homnis 

calls this "cost”. The coat of a unit of a given activity is the 

value of the reward that could have been obtained through a unit of 

an alternative activity foregone. The subjects in the Sjlhchter, 

ELlertson et al. study (1951) could not have known the costs to 

them of increasing production because they were not a»are of any 

alternative rewards available to them. -Tht types of activities evolve 

in both high and low cohesive groups when a subject mmst choose



between alternative behaviors rnd therefore between alternative 

rewards? Th.s probably can be.at be answered through an ingenious 

study carried out by Gerard (195,0 and theoretically interpreted by 

Hmmans (1961).

In Gar^arl'a experiment, each metamer of a group was faced 

with an alternative betaav.or to com^ance with the others in the 

discussion. An individual who accepted the group norm could obtain 

certain rewards and a person mintaining an opinion in the face 

of direct pressures to change could obtain other comppasaiion6. 

Ths exp^rim^r^n<^r varied the strengths of these alternative rewards 

and surveyed the results when these '.•■ere in conniict with each 

other.

Groups of subjects were asked to discuss a case history

of a labor m^J^^t^gem^r^nt dispute, a -ter which they individually predicted 

its outcome. Three types of groups baaed on theue predictions were 

then created. One was made up of subjects who were in close 

agreement as to the -redicted outcome; a second composed of 

subjects mildly in disagreement; and a third consisted of subjects 

who strongly disagreed. The experimenter then divided each of 

these i-roups into two, macing hWf high cohesive groups (i. e. 

m^r^mee’s were told that they rculd find each other cor.ggeial) and 

hWf low cohesive group!. These subjects then discussed tie labor

management dispute ig^dLn• The percentage of individuals changing 

toward someone in the group was significantly higher in the liigh 

cohesive groups than in the low cohesive -rou s. This is in accord 

with the results of previous exoe^imuans.

A week later, each group mammer met with a "paid participant",
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aho as far as was possible held an opinion two steps removed fr<m 

the aubjjcC'a and in a direction that would* if his persuasion was 

succeaful pull the subject farther away from the Mac^ol.ty opinion 

of the group. £ac subject was told that the confederate waa 

cmgeeial. It was found that more low cohesive ^10^^ changed 

towards the paid participant than did high cohesive subjects. 'Td.a 

also agrees with previous findings. If the group can offer a 

valuable reward such as "liking” or social approval, the subject 

wiil modify his opinion in the direction of the group num but 

if it cannot, the . -ember may depTt from it as the low cohesive 

group did by uuoVne to agree wth the paid participant.

The 'aid carticipant, whhle not defined as highly congenial* at 

least was not unconngnnd.

A sumary of these findings can be seen in the following 

tables.

Percentage of Sibbects Ganging Toward Someone in the Group

Agree Middy-disagree htrliely"disagree

HLeIhattraation 7 13 25

L>lwaatractCon 20 38 8

Percentage of &ibbect CenieLne Toward Paid Participant

Ar— Miidly-dioaeree Strwngly-diaatree

Higihattraction 7 13 25

Low-attraction 20 38 8

Humans (1961) em ■ c ha sizes the aCuiLlritCea in these two 

sets of data. In both tables* the subjects changing least were in

the high cohesive agree and the low cohesive strongly disagree 

groups, wwereas those who changed rsest wore the 001^ in the i-gb 
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cohesive strongly disagree and low cohesive midly disagree groups* 

Ihe other subjects reflect intermediate effects, llotnana suggests 

that two questions regarding these data need to be answered! "fthy 

do different subjects change or fail to change their opinion?” and* 

"if they do change* why do they change in one direction rather than 

a a ether, that is, toward the group, or the paid participant?” (P* 96) 

The tendency to change opinion is best considered in the 

light of the avaaiaaiiities of tree types of reward* Frat, a 

subject may obtain social aaproval by accepting and adhering to the 

group norm* ^condly, to find that other peo^e's opinions are the 

same as one’s own, independent of any social approval received, is 

rewarding. Festinger (1957) argues that the disagreement of others 

is not consonant with o^^'s own opinions and ieeiefs. Such 

conditions, in which some of the cogitions are in conffict ~th 

other facts or bliefa* festInger calls "cogntive dissonance”* 

Disagreement by others is disturbing to what one believes is true, 

and so consonance and the reduction of dissonance is rewarding.

This does not negate the fact that on seme social occasions differences 

in opinion may be entertaining* Neeerrheless, cases may exist 

wtaere consonance may exact too high a price, and in this experiment 

Hermans suggests that a third type of reward, that of, sustaining 

"personal integrity" helps explain the data* Maniaining one’s 

opinion in the face of external pressures operates to procure and 

sustain personal integrity*

Depending on the group, these factors af a acted the beha>vior 

of the subjects of this experiment to various degrees* By responding 

in a certain way the subject obtains one reward, wwile incurring
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'costs' (the rawsMs of alternative activities). In thi.s

light Hoimans introduces the concept of profit and defines it in 

the lolloping mi^au^i^ri Profit « Rewwrd • Cost* He argues that the 

smaller a suhbecc's profit* the aore probable that he wiil change 

his activity and emt other responses*

for example* high cotaaive strongly disagree meiambrs* by 

manUainaug their individual opinion forego the rewards of social 

approval* but secure the reward of "personal integrity". Because 

of the i.igh cost* the profit will be small and change of opinion 

likely. Simiarly, a low cotaaive strongly disagree memmer is not 

prone to change his o inion in the direction of the group norm* 

To do so would mean a loss in personal integrity and little gain 

in the reward of social approval, dis profit would be m^i^:im^]l and

the tendency to edt new responses slight. Clearly* this seems to 

be what occurred asong Gerard's subjects.

If an individual does change his opinion, why does he do so 

in one direction rather than a. - other? Co a - eider the low cohesive 

strongly disagree group whose meaambrs could not expect to get 

social approval for opinion change. A subject in this group who 

moves either tomrd the paid participant or the group loses his 

personal integrity. Td.s high cost is sufficient to mfotvate the 

subject to Mmantain 'i* own opinion and so not to emit any new 

responses. Thia is exactly wthit occiu-s. But why do memmbrs in the 

high cohesive, strongly disagree group change in the direction 

the paid participant? Because they strngjly disagree, :mlntaiuaug 

their opinion in the face of pressure* results in the maintenance 

of personal integrity but since they are in the high cohesive group, 
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they must incur the higher ’’coate" of foregoing the reward of 

aoci il approval. Their profit la low; they are rone to change and 

they do a In a direction to naxirnize the profit, that is in the 

direction of the paid participant. Thus not only do subjects tend 

to change when the "profit" ia likely to be email, but the direction 

of change will be ia the direction of maximizing the potential 

re arda.

Except for two relevant correlational .studies (Libo, 1953, 

Seashore, 195*0, thia review h«a considered studlet in which 

cohesiveness as been independently varied. These investigations 

have indicated that individuals in high cohesive groups are likely 

to be more responsible, secure and similar in values than subject in 

low cohesive groups. They are more likely to comply with the 

wishes of the group and also make more attempts to influence 

other members. The next section will consider further evidence for 

the expectation that verbally instructing subjects about their 

partners will affect the manner in which they interact.

(il) I erson Perce t Ion

In the studies reviewed, the assumption that informing 

subjects verbally ab ut their ertners is sufficient to manipulate 

the c hesiveness of the group has been supported. Tallin; subjects 

that their partners will either like or dislike them is expected to 

have behavioral manifestations in how the members interact.

further Justification cornea from a number of other 

investigations with a somewhat different orientation. Asch (19**6) 

read to introductory psychology classes some discrete characteristics 

said to belong to a certain person. Im ediately following the 
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description mch subject w-s to indicate the impression he had 

formed about this person, A check list of traits also given to 

the subject to evaluate. The discrete chnaratteiatlcs presented to 

one group were as follows: intelligent, still- ul, industrious, 

wra, determined, practical, and cautious. The sa^me list was 

presented to the other group except that the word 'cold' ns 

subbtituted for the word 'warm', Asch reports that the inclusion 

of either the word 'warm* or 'cold' produces widespread effects on 

the i pression formed. The term ’warm' affects the imlp’e6sisn by 

directing the subjects' responses in a positive direction whhreas 

the inclusion of 'cold' predisposes the subjects in a negative 

uanne. let the effects of these stimulus words did not extend 

indiscriminately to all qm^-tles. Deesriptive traits affected 

were genneosity, shrewdness, happiness, irritability, hu.mnii’i 

sociabblity, populaity, ruthlessness, 3elf-caitrednesa and 

imagnnaiveness. Qualities that were not af - acted by the warm

cold variable oir wre only slightly affected were: reliability, 

imp^rtance, persistence, serl- nenees, restraint, strength, honesty, 

and physical attractiveness. TlhLs suggests that certain traits are 

correlated r>d go together in forming lu^o^l^^^Blois of other people. 

As part of the snme study, when other words such as ‘poHLte’ or 

’blurt’ were subbtituted for the warm - cold variable, the effects 

produced were relatively "mU.
In the inch experiment the subjects never actually saw 

the person supposedly described by the list of dnaaceelstics, 

Keeley (1953), emmlcying a real life situation, expanded on how
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an individual's impressions and be-nviar are af ected by his 

expeetation about the • • ther person. 'riaf wUtten descriptions 

describing a great lecturer’s appearance '.'ere distributed to 

cl.aasoooms uf sub jets. These notes ’-ere identical except for 

one item. To some of the students the lecturer was

described as a 'rather cold' person, eLlhreae in the other cases 

the same person was characterized as 'very warin'. The students 

^^ere unaware of thia difference in instructions.

After actually hearing the lecturer, the classrooms of 

students were asked for their Lipp easins using adjective check

lists similar to those employed by Asch, students who had 

received the 'w irtn' description rated the s - eakajr as more 

considerate of others, more informal, friendly, good-natured, 

hum emus, and more humane than - lid students who had been given

the ‘cold* information, As la the »soh study, this effect did not
r

extend over all traits. xor example* in both groups* ratings of

intelligence were > igh. The previous finding that only certain 

traits such as informality, fr ' en Illness and good naturedneaa are 

likely to go together is corroborated. It is clear that the warm - 

cold variable exerts an imfKotant influence on the form . ng of

i.:.“pae8sirInB.

Kelley (l950) in the same experiment wea also ab^e to

show the influence of tie arm - cold variable on the subject in 

interaction with the lecturer, significantly Jkre subject r. who had 

received the 'warm’ description entered Into discussion with th® 

lecturer t an subjects given the 'cold’ description. Ths suggests
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that people with favorable lmpresaions of another are sore likely 

to interact with him than if ti.eir impressions are unfavorable* 

If the evaluations on the items of the check-liat (informality« 

friendliness, good-nrturednees, hu trousness, humaneness), are 

combined and comparisons are made between subjects who actually 

had favorable impressions and those with unfavorable impressions* 

the suggestion is verified* Significantly more subjects who had 

a favorable impression e tered into discussion with the lecturer 

than subject* with unfavorable impressions*

A study by Haire and Grimes (1950) indicates that this

type of effect ia not specific to the warm - cold variable* In 

this experiment) descriptions of a factory worker were distributed 

to two groups of college atudents. The >te given to one group 

stated: works in a factory) reads a newspaper) roes to movies* 

average height, intelligent, itrong, and active. The identical 

message wee given to a control group except that the ord 

’intelligent* was omitted. Subjects were then asked to describe 

in a paragraph what sort of person they thought the worker wta.

The co trol group experienced no difficulty in describing 

the worker. He was ger erally given the a-scription of a ood 

typical 'American Joe', (liked, healthy, ha py, well adjusted etc.). 

Subjects who had the term 'intelligent* in their notes describing 

the factory worker had some difiiculty in reconciling t is 

"inconsi tent trait" with their prior impressions of what such a 

man was really like. To overcome this difficulty these subjects 

used a number of mecharisns to protect tleir cognitions. Some 
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denied the qUaHtyi "He is citcllegeit^ but not too much so* 

since he work.' in a factory”. Others promoted the wooker to 

foreman* thus changing the frame of reference. Annoher defense was 

to mcUdTy the quuHty: "He is ’ ntelligcit> but doesn't possess 

initiative to iCae above his group*" Some* of course, 

the knowledge that the p^^sm was intelligent but noted the 

inconsistency with their stereotype. The min point is to note 

how one word markedly affects the formtCoi of specific iU|Jreeeioi•. 

The critique of this study as in the Asch research must erac ea6Cze 

that neither simulates actual interaction alnnitilia. ’^cv<crteeless, 

both studies provide indications of how impressions and stereotypes 

may be ma c iiulttei and influenced.

In a study focused on the m^eaiine of traits in isolation 

and in combbiiitiln, Brim er, Shipin, and fagiuri (195^) a c'o^■.'aceei 

the problem from a slightly different point of view than inae and 

Keeley. Bruner, Stopiro and Taggurl asked their subjects for 

abstract responses about the discrete ronds tecmelica rather than 

terut apccCfCa persons. Rwer findings indicated that a knowledge 

of the kinds of inprcaailna drawn by subjects from cords (e.g. 

CitclliLgcit■ and considerate) evaluated se^rately yields a fairly 

accurate prediction uuc 3iured on a chec'<—list questionnaire of the 

kinds of inferences drewn from comUeLlitloia of teeae trait names 

(e.g. intelligent and cmiaddeile). One difficulty with this study 

ie that the results of statistical tests are not given. The authors 

state their findings in terms of whether or not, for example, 50% 

or c ore subjects in" er teg'C‘aaiie ’rom the trait inc naiderate 
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Information on exactly how many do so la not node available. Thia 

fora of analysis ie employed in their achene of prediction for the 

combination of trait terne. If 50 or ore subjects infer aggressive 

from the terse inconsiderate and intelligent in isolation' then the 

prediction is that aggressive will be inferred from inconsiderate 

and intelligent in combination, iiahner (i960) points out th it 

if the actu 1 result was >nly close to 50*, then in ai ther sample, 

it ii ht be less and so a othe-r prediction ould be called for. 

Nevertheless ^ishner (i960) points out that the "runer et al (i960) 

study may a du® rate the manner in which the Asch findings eight be 

predicted. 3e hypothesizes that if all tl e intrrcorrelations 

existing between all the traits in the stimulus list and check list 

were known, then the subject's ratings should be predict ble. In 

an Independent study (Vishner, I960), a gru of college students 

rated their instructors on each of the traits (53 in total) used 

by uich and also on the ar - cold variable. The findings indicated 

that the bighe t correlations between the traits »nd the warm - cold 

dimension were exactly those that ost sharply differentiated the 

ware end cold roups in the sch study. It seems reasonable to 

conclude that Jiahner was directly - securing some of the trait linkt .

These studies indicate that impression formation can be 

profoundly influenced by verbal instructions. The ex;>ectation that 

a person has of another is of critical importance in evaluating 

the other. Yhat these i -ressions are, ee.*s to relate to underlying 

implicit trait - linkages, ich in sorre instances have been 

revealed wia correlational studies.

The next section will consider the variable of cex as a 

factor influencin the persuasibility and ersuasiveness of individuals.
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dll) ^ex

In thia aectiod| change o^ opinion ia considered in 

relation to the sex of the discussants*

Janie and Field (1959) not only ie^mndS^atei sex differences 

in pe^8l»sability but also found a general trait of perauasiallity* 

The experimental method consisted of tis^er steps: first, the 

subjects (high school juniors) were given an initial opinion 

testf next, they were ex;osri to a series of persuasive commications*

after whhch they were simnistered a 'post - persuasive* opjinion

test to determine the degree to whhch their opinions had changed 

in the direction advocated*

The quoetiojmaire Included a wide diversity of to ics, 

and jin addition, a wide variety of spesial persuasive ap . sals 

were used in the persuasive tor mluiaetios so a ions* These appeals 

involved fear arcusing states'enns, logical ar gumma and 

specialized inform tion, stereotyped charaaCerizatiens> social 

idceitivrs, and hedonic incentives,

A factor analysis on the data yielded two common 

por5uusibility factors that were positively correlated* This 

suggested that rersutasbblity may be deter-ained by a general factor 

combined with one or noire greup factors rot as highly a;.«ecfic 

as those underlying susceettbblity to V fluence on particular 

topics.

Further, the data showed that the acan scores for mles 

on the pesuuasiblity teat was significantly lower than for female 

subj<e:te* The aut a ora sug-restod that sex dLffe rences in psnsiuasbblity 
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should bo considered in the light of sociological evidence on 

differentiated sex roles in our society* and in particular* refer 

to variables such as the females intellectual dependence and 

docility in many activities of every day life (Doggory* 1953? and 

Pavaons 1953)*

Patel and Gordon (i960) focused on a situation in wnlch 

the subjects core given a great deal of freedom to either yield 

or ignore influence* Their subjects core high scrool students 

from the 10th, 11th and 12th grades. The exjericentil task was 

to select from a number of alternatives the correct aynorys for 

the stimulus cord. The atudy was carried out in the classroom 

by the teachers so that the students were unaware that they were 

subjects in an experiment.

One of the independent variables was [reatige suggestion. 

This veri«*ble was ma ipulil by placing an incorrect answer next 

to 50 of the stimulus words and a correct It er next to 11 of 

the lords. To create confidence in these ’hints’ the first four 

stimulus words were narked correct. digh prestige for the 

suggestions as created by telling of each grade group that the 

a^rks on the questionnaire sheets ere placed there by students one 

grade ahead. In the other ft, low prestige wae created by the 

students boing led to believe the ’hints’ were made by students 

one year behind them.

■Since the students were working alone, they were able either 

to accept or reject the ’nints’ without any undue pressure operating. 

The analysis used only the incorrect ’hinta* questions.
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The findings in lcated that girls accepted significantly 

sore suggestions than did trie boys* Thio was rot consistent 

over all coniit ons. »ith increasing grade level in the low 

prestige groups* the difference between males ard females diminishes* 

At the 10th grade* iris accepted sig ificantly more prestige 

suggestions than the boysi with the difference at the 11th grade 

still significant but diminished while at the 12th rude* the 

diacarity was not significant# riowever* in the hi ;h restige 

groups* girls remain si:* ificantly more susceptible to influence 

througnout the three /;rade levels#

Crutchfield (1955) investigated the effect of a distorted 

group norm upon the judgments of college undergraduates* -ale 

and female# Gr.ups of 5 subjects ere isolated from e *c other 

by panels* and multiple choice problems varying from erce tual 

and factual judgments to opini ns and attitudes were flashed on 

a screen in front of the subject# The experimental roup had 

sets of signal lights on tl eir scree.i w ich they were told 

represerted the res cnaes oi the other aubjec . s in the roup# 

Actually these *ere controlled by the ex erimenter. The subjects 

responded in turn to the problem and this order w*e manipulated by 

the er erimenter. Critical trials were tl one in which the other 4 

subjects responded first# There ere 21 such trials. control 

group in w ici the subjects -esponded inuividually and unaware of 

the others was also run. It as found that female >t ide ta exhibited 

significantly more conformity to the group norm than male students 

extending across the eitire range of items employed* from actual 
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to attitudinal* from structural to imbigucni, from iuperssir to 

personal, In an identical ex -erimant except that the subjects 

were adult riLea whose average age was - years, the level of 

conformity was about the same as for the mle college students. 

These -en were said to be e-gaged in prefes - ional services that 

required leadership quanties, Neavrthelea - results have not 

always been connifitent since Ln another study using the sume 

procedure, Cniuchfield (1955) rep rte slightly different findings, 

Fifty women, all college alumnae in their early forties showed, an 

average conformity score lower th"n that in any of the - revl -- us 

studies. These women, therefore, were -wre independent in 

judgment than the adult men.

It la iupootiit to state also that there were large 

and reliable differences among the - n^vid^! subjects of these 

sarples Ln the extent to which they exih.bited conformity beh^ior. 

This was calculated by deter - Lnlng the number of the 21 critical 

items on wh ch a subject accepted group norns. Inch iter- was 

compared to a threshold for influences standardized with respect 

to the distribution of judgments -y the control subjects. The 

»c res were -ell distribute! ’rom the lo - er extreme, in which 

several su-jects were ausce-tible to influence to no - ore than 

two of the critical items, to the up- er limit, where a eu' ject 

was influenced 17 of the 21 itesjs,

further evidence 8luiiLir to that of Cruuchfield (1955) 

corns from a study - y ‘Tiddenlusn (1?f1). Th.8 research used a 

similar procedure and Liv'‘6tigitad the influence of a dicterted 

group norm upon the jndimuntB of adults and of children in a
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series of vi ual discrimination problems, including comparisons 

of lina length) angle, slope, convergence, etc.

A group of college students ‘snd a zroup of young children 

(10 to 12 yr«<») of similar ackground were Hatched for aex and 

age. five subjects sat next to each other, each at a anel isolated 

from his neigh ours. Multiple choice problems were flashed on 

the wall in ront of the rubject, who responded according to his 

choice by 're :sing one of 9 switches placed is mor hie to the cart 

•ol tions of t e robleo. Vhereas under control conditions the 

subjects responded in unison to the stimulus with ut awareness of 

the other responses, under the experimental conditions the subjects 

responded in turn (the order changing from trial to trial), and 

si nal lights showing the choices of the other members wer 

presented to the subjects individually. These were in act feked 

by the experimenter. On critical trials, these faked choices 

were outside the realm of responses made during standardization of 

the various items. On non-critica tri Is, tie faked choices 

were reasonable.

The aain finding, supported the conclusi n that girls are 

significantly more susce tlble to roup ressure than boys and 

that fenale college students are nore ersuasible than -'ale college 

students. Further findings were that the judgments of girlc were 

somewhat less accurate than both those of the yi ar d t oae of 

male and female college stude ts. The experimental croups showed 

significantly greater yieldin' than did tec .tr 1i.

To conclude, females are not more ersuasible than ales 

under all conditions, though there are sever 1 studies indicating 
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that they are more likely to conform in certain aituaHna under 

urtain clnddtiln6' rhe factor# determining wtat the resultant 

behavior wiil be have cot as yet been completely elucidated.

In the present study, the sex of the discussants as an 

additional inicicndcc t variable is Cnveat 1̂cltcd•



CHAPTER THREE

I.

The present study investigates the effects of different 

levels of "cohesiveness” on the . er.-uaslvenean and persuuaiiility 

of indiviJua1s, j sired and diccueBlcg ■ to,'iic on which they ■iiigrrre. 

The "cohesiveness! of a subject was mai.p^liited iy instructing a 

subject either favorably cr unfavorably about bis partner. Tree 

types of groups were for *rd. T’.esr /rr-e to J cohesive group

(♦+), where i * th members of the pair were instructed to expect a 

congenial jart r er; the ’ ■ ■ tarmediate cohesive .ycup (t—), where one 

ar^ber of the pHr anticipated a congsnnal partner end the other 

expected ar. uncoageenal p«r»on, and the lo co Jrecive -roup (—), 

in whhch case both subjects a r tici j a ted an uacon/genal p^tner.

The co^<^c^]^1tu^^i framework of this thesis* used to describe 

the J osbined 1 r toracti ns J f two people ovw a jcriod of time, J a 

derJvrd from the jork cf Corvin (1955, 19"'> 1957) and Caarent 

(1961., 1962). Twhr learning theory model is based on the vork 

of Hull (1$M) «nd -kknner (195’ ' ).

’n the prrvij ■ ua experiments and ’n the resent study, two 

.’arsons with opposite opinions on a r articular to ic nre placed 

together to discuss their views, and then to come to a common verbal 

stateaent of either a/yeBmmnt, co r proW-sr, or riisa jrrernent. In thia 

restricted situation, a subject imj Jjke three clauses of statr-senna: 

(1) Any assertion that paraphrases, repeats, or in any way supxots

31
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his original opinion 1* called - -sltive statem-int. (2) If

• sentence negatea or question* the eiu-ject’s original opinion 

in any way, or if -t provide® evidence or support for the other 

person's position, it is iefined as a nsg-tlae statement. (3)

f -irdly, a subject may exit neutral reeyonner, thnt is, verbal 

v<4»svicr unrelated to the topic.

•hen a subject eeets s poa±tlvc statement, it should -ct 

to con ition other vir'al operants of tie /.ame category (V^^lanki 

1555'* That is, the iebit strei -th of all responses in that 

category should increase, Jr rffimatl- n of this nature rill 

also act to negBUvely - einforce and extinguish any t?tlleuts 

of both . ubjeote that are not -n that cIiss, ’h-n a subject 

eaits « negative state - e t, this should ct to yoStlaaly 

r-luferca any verbal responses in that category and negatively 

nelufenca any of that BCbjeaC'B -DBitive utta-aucas. it can be 

seen that opinion change should e reflected 'y iucnalnlug 

aum^rs of - e^ati-vo utsteulnte ’nd lecre'- irg numt^bers of postive 

•tltelemtB.

Th* following conns dees Urns - ill fir t ie 1 with sore 

of the factors determining tie ys^e‘^usll ility and then the 

persu^ - lv - - ness of -uLjects in two person g^<^x^j«Hi, In - Li - study 

p•n«unailblity *•* a sewed to be reflected - y a change in opinion* 

A persueaible person auld likely charr e ar -coiify Ils o -inion, 

•nit any negative state - - - tt - nd few neB'.tVv■- - tltaeoors. 

^'er8u^slaaluollls, on the other hand, was issu - ed to b? reflected by 

lwe^c^lt of participation in the discussion*, A persuasive person 

vould be expected to le in a high drive st - te -nd to have
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sufficiently strong and varied arguments (high habit strength) to 

support ids opLniei* In baUian ter is, drive and tabH sti^m rth 

combine in a multiplicative fashion so that it is expected that a 

persuasive person will speak it ore than a leas persuasive a arson* 

Let us comsi aer the dependent variable - -rrau^»aibillty* 

Cne of the rewanda that people interacting may • a ive to each other 

is social approval* Since in the • aat people who are friends 

(high cohesive -roups) are likely to have given eaca other re•ards 

(e*,;'* social ar aroval), expeetatlrn of t <is reward will be maximum 

in these groups* C^o^h^^ive^<^ss ia thus iaade equivalent to the 

values of the iiferent kinds of rewards aveHaHe to cumbers of 

the group* (Hom^nn 19 ’ 1)« Hie more cohesive the a roup, the greeter 

the value a laced on the regards available to the a roup* Since the 

value of social approval is greatest in the high cohesive group, 

then positive reinforcements as wwei as negative reinforcements 

will be most poi^eeiru:! and have the greatest effect on high cohesive 

se-wera* Low cohesive a - roup loraliers should value least what the 

other subjects say, and so be affected aini-mally by their verbal 

stste^<rnis* Th.s mains that they should he less perBua8iblr than 

the high cohesive subjects, -ho are faced aith ahut they believe to 

be congeenal mt; era* Intera- ediate a • ffec a e should be ol served 

•hen one subject is favorably acedis aosed and the other unfavorably 

prriiB*.osri* In other words in the final auttode, the most 

opinion changes should occur ia the high cohesive (+■) aroups and 

the least in the low cohesive (—) groups, with intr^mrdiatr effects 

for the (+-) groups*

How will this be refl a cted in t a a e number of ptMitive and 
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negative statements emited over time? &Ltiier nrk has found that 

high cohesive group uelctb^ra are likely to puTtici cate vigorously in 

the ii^ausai cn and that ae^acuent it likely. Theae subjects 

further place a high value on social approval. A^<en such a subject 

makes a positive state c ent, erd he is likely to do so many times, 

he increases the prlbaabLity of not receiving social epprovvl.

With the ^^^1^81 of ti.ie reward cones tn increase in the 

ex;ectstion of further negative reinforcement since In the cset 

thia is likely to hive been the cate. because this expectation 

effects renter irensures to change in the favorably !rcdCspoRei 

subjects tbar in the unfavorably oredisticsed subjects, the 

prediction can be made that the former will make fe cer positive 

com ents than the latter. ’ ecause t cce value of the iressure 

exerted on the favorably ^J,edie:oeci is likely to be greater than 

on the unfavorably predisposed subjectst ’-he change ov ■ r time is 

predicted to occur more quickly with the 'brer than .-ith the 

latter. Extinction of positive state cents is more likely to take 

place with t ’ e favorably credisclaci than *wth the unfavorably 

predis osed.

With both refers favorably iPciCeplcei extinction of 

polSti.ic statements is c ore likely to occur than if both subjects 

are unfavorably 1'11-1X1^ with Intermediate effects for the ai^xed 

groups.

Agin, social approval is valued maximlly when a person 

ex’acts a artner he c'll like. he is ' ore lively to ctXt 

negative tatexents w^h-ch will obtain a ’ prove! then subjects who
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m -ect indifference or a - - taioniam from their partners* Since the 

value of the pressure exerted on a favorably predisposed yaraon is 

greater than that on an unfavorably predisposed individual* the 

change ov r ti a e ie - ore likely to occur quic - ly with favorably 

predlapMed individuals. In the high cohesive groups (where both 

subjects are favorably pre^j^^atoaed) this is even sore like'iy to 

occur than in the low cocesive groupe , Intermediate effects 

would os predicted for the - -tereediat* cohesive -roups.

"o suaEvrize. it - as predicted that:

.(1) subjects who were favor bly iredis - used would be

sore perauasible than those unfavorably -redia.-sed.

.(2) Subjects in high cohesive r ups be more

persussible than tifoa e in low co - - -ive -roups* with intermediate 

effects e/e^ce^^d for intermediate cohesive prou - s.

Let ue consider the dependent variable, p-rsuesiveness.

Shen both subjects are favorably prod - sposed* two kinds of 

betavlor are likely to occur. One is that t ey b -tl ere tore 

likely toon unfav - rebly predisposed subjects to p^i^lticipete 

vigorously. In addition they are - ore likely to change their 

opinion. Critical then is the point in time at which one of the 

two subjects does change. This i-- as likely to h« - pen early as 

late in time* end the ^diction in .ole that favorably predisyosel 

individuals will be equally persuasive. Change in o - - inion will 

thus be a result of y^i^f^m^s^li^ii^lity and - - ot perou - a - veress, at 

least in tne rd - h c - - waive group.

when both subjects are unfavorably inclined, they are not 

likely to ^rticipate v- orously* are likely to r«-ke few attera -ts
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to in n - iei.ce, nod -ire 'ot Ilk - - ly to client-e their opinion. It 

i« lidghly prouable thst t - sir discussions ;ill be shooter than 

thooe in the high cohesi - e groups, .end ao t. - cy Wil be leos 

persuasive. Oj- inion change for theeo subject. - ill. in terns of 

the definitions used in tl - is study, 'e a function of terouaWbl Lity.

-rorn these ioaciderali<Jns, it - us predicted that the 

favorably predisposed ere sore persuasive than the unfavorably 

predisposed. In the situation ’.here one subject is favorably 

predlnpoaed and the other unfavorably predisposed, the oame 

factors are operating. But also since the -avorably predisposed 

aubj ct is faced With < lees -•ersmsible person - sd the unfavorably 

predis-osed subject with ? aore ; -trauaelblc person, the -fleets - .ill 

be intermeddate.

The following predictions cn- be ettade:

B. (1) favorably prc'diepis!dl subjects Wil be so :a 

pursue -ive titan unfavorably predis --oaed subji^<^tta.

B, (2) Siujecta -n high cohesive - roups Wil be - ore 

persuasive than those n lov cohesive groups, riith intermediate 

effect- expected for subjects In inter- -.'i»te - oheaive grouts.

Ferller rese - rch alco suggeetc that females aro -sore 

perau eible Ikon -mlea. %king t - is - nto sec art the following 

predictions can be snde:

C. Female subject •Hi <j -ore psraMnibls than xalea.

Became of the paucity of factual infom tion available on 

which to - aoe ay .reWcticns el ut the - -SLs^Lcu A 1 1 eutrai ctateaents 

none Wil - e - ie.

The n xt section wWll consider the set hod employed in the

study

sr.de
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chapin Foua

METHOD

Male and female suaur school students (N , 116) were 

ad^ii^nL^^er^e^d a questionnaire on which they indicated both the 

nature end the strength of their opinions on a number of discussion 

to ics, chosen to have as little aumOiolUll value as possible (ai.' 

"The university term should be extended”). Effort was made not to 

include items of direct p^IL.IIciL or religious significance.

/raa this population, subjects were randomly assigned 

to three groups: high cohesive (♦+), where both aemibrs of the

pair were instructed to expect a ^1^x191 p^tner; interMediate 

cohesive (♦-), one menibr of the pair anticipated a congenilll 

partner and the other expected an lnconggaill person, and low

cohesive ( — ) in which c/se b - th subjects - vere unfavorably predisposed 

to each other.

Sack group was made up of 20 pairs of subjects, 10 female 

and 10 ma«. The members of each pair were natched Wthin 3 years 

of age trange of 18 to 2' years), for cex, and strength of opinion, 

cn a particular topic, rated on a three point scale from "of no 

concern to me wfhasoever" to "I feel very strongly ab - -ut tils 

iasla." (*%e Appendix A.

G^exn^^x^r^^l - Procedure

Tie experiment w - s carried out in the group dynamics 

laboratory at Mc^'Messr Unnve.erity. Thia cnrndfets of two adjacent 

roocus separated by a sound proof petition in which ia placed a 
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one-*ay vision endow.

ebrn a subjoct arrived he was asked to vwit in an 

adjoining room iuiUI bsth pert"^^^!^ wrr .rrsrr.t. Then each 

subject prior to meeting the ether take, to an office Jore

one of thr experimenters, after being Introduced, apokr to hir 

(or her) in the following terse, depending on wj .ethrr he wua to 

br a (+J or a (-) subbect.

Place Instructions A here:

iich subject was then token to thr rx ’rrimental room, 

introduced to alr partner, and taey were asked not to talk to each 

other. i\iroat aicr^o honrs were jlacrd ground their necks and 

they were told to awat further instructions. These were conveyed 

to thr subjects by moans of an lntercoffleunic■■ tVn gyatr. as follows: 

ilacr Instructions B here:

Aaeonj-.rat . enures

I. fhr iveurdin- v. tue iitrr^ctiei

■Tore was one observer for each sub;^<^<^t. .Mach observer 

recorded thr following mraures on an Jstrrlirie Anjgus Opprations 

Re cod er. Tne amc'iimt of speech wi . ich ■aa:

(1) Pooitivr - in favor of thr subject's original opinion

(2) Nggtivr - against hia e.pinion and

(3) .'Neural - ’.uu•o■litrd to the topic cerirtir■8lttloi

The length of each speech the subject emitted and thr 

total time spent apeakinc sas recorded aute1Bittcally vir the 

threat microphones.

II• The Kasurefont of Uu>n&e_ In__ V'^-gl

Change of opinion vt.ja neratsurrd in two ways.
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^yrWulv - red leyoaed -ublyQt matr--ct; oue

1 w<odd like to talk to you ab ut the expi^^im^r^^. You re'iamber 

those ferea you filled out iu class. - ell, they were to give 

us au ide* about your ^raor'alties because we went to nut 

people together in tide experiment who me con^n'al and wil 

get along ven together. Often t - - is isn't no<a®ibLa but in 

your ciss we were ^etty lucky and found someone whoa *ou should 

like a lot. It is naaLly quite sxcs lional to find two people 

who. according to us* should get along extra ely wen. 1 also 

want to thank you for reining us in the ex arieeDU.

OnUfVorably - - redi-ap -sed subject xrutnlctiens

I would like to talk to you abut the sxperlaaU. You remember 

those forma you competed in clsss. An they were to tell us 

so^aet- --ng ab ut your p^arlOouaLiiaB• Ou the basis of them we 

triad to find a partner with whoa you could work best. Gf 

course we never find any one who fits t-e bbll cosppleely. -md 

as a mater of facti Ln your case because of schedule difficulties 

I am afraid that you say find this ’person is not at all the sort 

of person you can get along with, but we would appreciate it if

you would go ahead and do the experiment anyway
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1Nlu3UCTiOHS_B

ixcu^rr_Lmrner

boHd 1 h-icve your altteitiod pLetar* In this experiment 

we are interacted in observing people disc a ̂ 6^ a a various topics*

You have indicated your opinions regarding a number

of issues on thio questionnaire you answered in clans*

I would like you to discuss one of tr*eae issues with the 

purpose of arriving at a common statement of your opi.dioiS' that 

is, unil you reach some conclusion such as a common ctatement on 

agreement « CQmfpr^lmiMrv or disagreemeui* You can talk as long as 

you want to, ffhen you have reached a conclusion, ring the bell 

wh.ch is on the table* Tiha wiil tell ue that you have finished*

The topic 1 want you to discuss is on page • number <•

in a few madmens 1*11 rock on the wndow, ihia wil 

be the signal for you to start talking, but it is very important 

that you b0 rfOJ TALK, unil 1 knock, bo not aay a word unil then*

■LY • Fine.

1 wil knock in a mo^mri. *ieLr^enber bv'J laua*
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(a) Qbsarv ■ r Jud,-. ent: (-uhHc)

Judgment of opinion change wa i recorded by each observer 

independently for both subjects at the encl of t. .e discussion on 

a five point scale ranging from ’’now agrees” at one extreme to 

"now disagrees" at the other (Ap - endix A). Thus a subject Who 

did not modify his opinion received a score of 0 and a subject 

w.■ o ewitcned to agree completely wth his partner received a score 

of ' ■ With decreasing scores for lesser degrees of opinion change. 

The average score of the two observers for a subject w. e then 

taken as the a ■ iount of change in opinion. A Pearson-product- 

momeet correlation of r.9t wa® obtained between the inter-ooaerver 

ffleeaures (N s 116).

<*> SubHec'c 0<n bating: Urivute)

inch subject at the erd of the discussion privately 

recorded his opinion on a four point scale rar. gin g fr<m "now 

agrees" at one extreme to "now disagrees ' ' 't t . .e >ther extra-e. 

(Appendix A. Thue a subject who felt he did not change hia 

opinion received a re ore of 0 and a person eno switched to agree 

cornppetely with the other neater received a score of 5, with 

de^jreaa.ng jeo ■ es for lesser iegrees of opinion change. 

III. ’e-rural ■'• tK-aure .f •

A meesure of change over time was obtained as follows. 

The interaction record for each pair was sectioned into 10 equal 

tire Intervals. From each time interval, the ■ .umber of positive, 

negative, end neutral asai^irtio a emitted b. ■ the subject were

calculated. Thus if t c.o numbor of punitive coments decreased
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in frequency, and the number of negative statements increased, 

some change in opinion was said to have oocuxnrta.

IV. fraluatl -r.ul ftaorti-ns to the ~ther:

The effects of the experiaeenel situation on how the 

individual, arter discussion, evaluated the other uns mtaured in 

three ways. These can be found in .oendlx A.

(a) "eierntic Di f “er ent' al

■ttituies of the subject tow-rd his were i•■daeeenattly

obt wined. Each Individual recorded his evaluation of the other 

on a seven-pcint scale. Tiim technique is an outgrow^ of the 

research of C, E. Osgood on the feaBure^nttt of ■’etattg (Cngood, 

Suet, Tan - enbaum i9!5?). The 30tLet used were of the following 

variety: tall-^ahcirt, intelM-’ent-Mnntelligent, £ood-iaa, 

friendly-unfriendly.

These scales wre 8co-ta by assigning unit, wwighhts, ranging 

from i to 7, to the oeven ateoe of the scale. In the present 

study, a score of i was acsLpnta to the unfavorable end, (short, 

bad, unfriendly),whereas a score of 7 W’s assigned to the favorable 

end (tall, KOo0,frletdly).

(b) S'lcal "ditatct 'Ccle

A social distance Male was adapted from a study by B ek 

(1951). The scale consisted of seven questions which were known 

to correspond to different de - roes of attraction. The questions 

were ordered according to the degree of intimacy they suggested. 

7nnt weighs, ran in- from i to 7, were used to ncort the questions. 

A score of i w»e ao.•i<tta to the question suggesting the - east 

intimacy towards the other person and a score of 7 * s assigned to



the question suggestin. the moot IntiCBCy, with Secret sing scores 

for the state .enta expres lag leaser decrees of Intimacy towards 

the artner.

(c)

The third met od used was to *sk the subject directly^ 

"Did you like the other person?" * ch subject rated his re ly 

along a seven point so^le ranging from "v?ry much" (scored 6) to 

"very little" (scored !)•
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R - -ULT8

In tide section the findings concerning each of the 

dependent variables will be presented separately and then 

discussed.

Paftli Anoanlt of Cainion Change

The ielsures opinion change were submitted to an

unweighted sene solution analysis of variance (V^i^<^jr» 1962, 

p. S7,)» The three Min variables wore Instruction (f - verably 

or unfavorably predisposed), sox, and pa'tner (favorably or 

unfavorably -reJiapoaea), Tables I and II ^0111x1 the results, 

(a) Observer Rting ( puubic )

Table I indicates that favorably predisposed subjects
Table 1 here

are sore likely than unfavorably predisposed subjects to 

nodify their original ppinion (F * 2^.97, d.f. » 1,108, 

p <.(001). Both t • e instruction x sex and instruct! n x partner 

interactions are significant as veJ 1. Figure 1 shows that
Fl ®re ’ S • re

the difference in opinion change between fenales favor • bly 

and unfavorably premia joaed is not as mrked as that between 

rales favorably and unfavorably predisposed. (F a 23.02, 

d.f. ■ 1,108, p <.001). Figure 2 illustrates the instruction
Fl •Tura 2 here

x partner interaction. The aost interesting finding here 

is that people who are favorably predisposed and paired with 

unfavorably predisposed partners are m>x.ioally affected

(F s 27.69, d.f. • 1,108, p <.001) by their p^tners.

U
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Anljyis of Variance

of

Obamimr fctlngs of Opinion Chan?*

Source 0*0 • d.f. F P

Instruction (I) 32.36 1 32.36 24.97 <W1

Sex (3) 1.70 1 1.70 1.31 MS.

'artnsr (P) 1.31 1 1.31 1.01 N.3.

I X 3 36.42 1 36.42 28.02 <,001

I X P 35.09 1 35.89 27.69 <.001

3 XP 5.11 1 5.11 3.94 N.3.

I X 3 X P 41.66 1 41.66 32.15 <.001

Error (w cells) 139.93 108 1.30



FIGURE 1. Instruction x sex interaction - observer ratings.

FIGURE 2. Instruction x partner interaction - observer ratings.
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Two interacting favorably predisposed people will produce 

the next largest changes in opinion. Unfavorable instruction 

on the other hand# does not seem to interact as differentially 

With the partner instruction as does a favorable pjredispoaition. 

Figure 3 presents the triple factor interactj^on (F s 32.15# 

d.f. = 1,108» p <.001%. • • •• lltffeV*• ct

of favorable instruction with bot; the sex factor and partner 

factor at the various levels on opinion change- It suggests 

further that most change in o inion ri.ll be found in favorably 

predia poaed mle subjects who are paired • • ith unfavorably 

predisposed -ule ^rtners. The sex effect seems to he a 

function sainly of the differential effect on favorably 

predis • osed mles# regardless of t • e rnture of their Ortners* 

predispositioni but such conclusions muut be dra n pith 

caution.

(b) Subject•Ratings! (private;

In con^ast to the analysis of the observer (public) ratings 

of opinion change# the analysis of t • - e subject (private) data 

indicates only two significant results. Table II sum^aaizes 
Table II here

these dita. Figure Inahows fthatethe difference in opinion 
rlguuer Uore d f bl d.

change between female* ^WoSabfcyeand unfavorably predisposed 

is not as mrked as that between -ales favorably and unfavorably 

predisrosedi T = 4.082# d.f. x p <.05). Figure 5
Figure 5 here .

illustrates the sex r p*^nnr interaction (F = 4.512, d.f. = 1,108, 

p <.O5). It shows that mles faced with an unfavorably 

predisposed uctner change their opinion m.re than males who



FIGURE 3. Instruction x sex x partner interaction - observer ratings.



Source B <8 « d.f. ® • 31 F P

Instruction (I) 0.969 1 .969 1.217 N. 3.

Sex (3) 0.039 1 .039 — N. 3.
artnar (P) 0*052 1 .052 *>**••«• N. 3.

I X 3 3.249 1 3.249 4.082 4 05
IIP 2.830 1 2.830 3.555 N. 3.
3 X P 3.432 1 3*432 4.312 <.05

I X 3 X P 0.661 1 O.06I —— N. S.

Error (w cells) 85.92 108 .796

Table II

Analysis of Variance 

of

Subject iatinge of Opinion Change



FIGURE 4* Instruction x sex interaction - subject ratings *

FIGURE 5. Sex x partner interaction - 
subject ratings.



DISCUSSION

Flrt 4-t ****** *f Qs^tuon Chang*

in terms of the observer (pubic) Judgmental it is clear 

that favorably predispowed subjects are more persuaslble than are 

unfavorably predisposed subjects* -oeever, Who the subjects rate 

themselves rlvatelyi the inst raction effect la not as powerful* -he 

Hot plausible interpretschon of theae differences seems to be one 

that distinp wishes between private and uelic com^l-Lance* in a face- 

to-face situation, the preoaurea ererted upon the individual to 

comply with the opinions of his opponent m * invoke o r inion change 

that is sorely expedient, involving public conformity, without
t

underlying . ri.ate change. Cnae the subject is in a private situaticn, 

and t. *e treasure* to cohiorm are removed or reduced* then the original 

opinion or something akin to it is likely to reappear* Xlin is 

probably Wht occurs en<en the auoject privately rates his opinion 

afte/ toe discussion* ReevetneleM, this snould not be construed to 

mean chut txere w*3 . *o Rivate □juraLon change at all* An ovee-all 

P* rsen-preauct mouient correlation (which it.cludea agreement regarding 

no change) of +.60 (N x 11u) wan obtained between observer and 

subj.* ct measures oi opinion change. me.-n rating in amount of

®ubJect opin^: : change L® 1.05 eWile the wan rating Ln e ■ -ount of 

otorver ^in^n change ie 1.46. It L* L * porUnt to ^cal. here that 

the rating acalea for subjects has only 4 oint* n* co* pared to the 

5 p^.int range ^tlng seel* for ebaerTer8t Th* ccn-MUUone for the 

.experimental groups are,

47
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Oroun Coorrlctlon between Cbbezrvo
~'ub.i'3ct . . atinoa A

(--■) 0.46 20
< m) o.aa 20

( ())
0.59 18
0.56 18

( ♦— ? 0.36 20
( +-<*) 0.55 -J£

116

Arpipaently there la seme variation in the closeness of the 

relationship between observer -ed -rlvite evalu tions of 

opinion change for the Uffe ert - -proc - -e. Anjpeniix B shows 

the results of the tents of significance betwon any two 

correlations for all - -ot^fs.ible - -Xr - . Of the te - t - - , eight 

are -ict sigh! - leant Wille seven are. At the sane tt - e, since 

all the o rre'l^dLcni are elvniflc -mt, a reasonable '.elaaionship 

between the private rating - and the mblle state -ent at the 

end of the discussion can beynr:ajt

Both ibsirv r and subject maasuras o^ opinion change 

indicate that favorably nr^iis;:oiid riles are acre ^Pirmasdbli 

than unfavorably -re dlsposed - ales, Wiiile fenalii -to net 

seer- to be as (differentially affected by the nature of tho 

preiliP08.itlor to their partner. -.Iso, -ralei paired W.th 

unfavorably -'redin - ©serf -ale partners chanre the - r opinion 

woe than mles mired with favorably - redls-osod rale
♦

partners, -.nd t- ie result la rev rsed for ferales (s' -b^ot 

nev ure). Tils tew that rales and females res - ond 

differentially to the way their partners behave.

further, favorably -redis ooed people in geninra. 

dan -a their opinion t ore When interacting With an unf - vorably
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pre its i oe od pirtror than Wigs a favorably - rcdisfotsed

artier (.ubLlc i -»nrcs). It is ikely that to negative 

reinforcing ■'Uitouenta of tn® unfavor .bly praxisiused person 

sire responsible for this offset. An unfavorably . Tr,.ii3fx^:^<ed 

person is - >ot as differentiaLLy ^Tfecto-. by hie partner's 

pre- lieponiticn). Tiis suggests that it is - .ore difficult to 

influence a jierson who is unfavorably predisposed than to 

influence nia if -.g Ls favorably 1 nsdiapGaed.

Tie triple inte~scti.cn (figure 3) indleatos that the

□^alt — rau&jULe ty- e of person is tine favorably - -re.iipjKjsod 

■tie -sired with ls unfavorably ■ r -li'oiid -- rt.er. It points 

out the .nain ef fnet of instruction x.d shows Llou nex 

imluernces per uaiibiiity in n complex l- ormer dependin' on 

the ■ -ther two variables* These results tLnf erline th© LufB^irtance 

of dintin uLsh ■ ng between - ublic and - -rLv ■ its coupUsnce and 

the necessity of indicating Wether pubj.ic Gamjlisnce is 

accm.an eL by fr-VitG -ccGltnr.ca, Further, - - tens of

t -He compliance at le . ■ t, the La -1rtunLs of v-r -sL insL ■ uctione 

in -'lGtertd.mntf: opinion cs-an-e is ruoo rued.

scti.cn


RZSULTS

Part 2. Teaporal Measures of < inion Ghanire

(•) The total tine spent speaking ;>er unit of txae naa 

autsitted to a analysis of variance, ’inoe the completed experiment 

did i ot have a equal unber of uubjecta in ench grou . ar. unweighted 

means solution was used ( finer. 1962). Table II outtrarizes the 

analysis. The o- ly ai^Wfta^t fWft ance is fi und bstwee- the amount 

Dales spetk d the at unt fexales 8o««. ilea eptal ni( ificatly 

sore (F » 15.*+B. d.f. « 1,10c, p <.001) than females when discussing 

a topic upon which they disagree.

(bj The positive tateoiente p r unit time we e Iso submitted 

to an analysis of varience, and Table I> sutr arizes these results. 

Males make more positive statements than do females (I s 10. 0.

d.f. « 1.10 . p <.001). 1. ad Ition the nurater of positive statements

Table IV here

emitted per unit of time did not rem ,in constant (■£ x • *0, d.f. x 9»972, 

p C.0J1). Figure 6 indicates that after an initial rice - id a-me 

fluctuation, there is*^fiFeAi'^^roaso in the nun. er of positive 

verbal!cations. Nene of the ther ractors reach significance.

(c) Next, the negative statements per unit of time were 

submitted tc an analysis of variance. Table V sue arizes these data. 

The between subjects res e th t both the instruction and

sax factors nre eiorificant. Favorably redispoeed subjects make more 

negative etatesents thar do unfav rably pre i . posed ni bjects (F - 6.79t
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Source of Varinti n
Between Subjocts S.tJ. d.f. J,«0f F p

Inntru tlon (I) 0 1 0 - -

Sex (3) 1,5153.03 1 1,5153.03 <.001

artner (P ) 523.32 1 528.32 * N. 3,

1X3 42.05 1 42.05 - N. 3.

IIP 374.27 1 374.27 - H. 3.

3 X P 901.54 1 901.54 - N. 3.

I X 3 X P 491.51 1 491.51 - . 3.

ubjects w, roups 121,338.77 108 1,123.51

tfithin Subjects

Tino (T) 204.10 9 22.96 1*42 N. 3.

III 63.01 9 7.00 - 4 ■ .

S X T 39.56 9 4.40 - N. 3.

P X T 1. .02 9 1.45 - N. 3.

1 X ST 183.27 9 20.36 1>2 N. 3.

I X P X T 98.77 9 10.97 - N. 3.

S X P X T 160.21 9 17.80 1.1 N. 3.

I x s x ; xt 42.44 9 ' .72 - N. 3.

T x subjects x. ps Li ,4'3.7 972 15.93

Tabic III

Analysis of Variance of Tins iiient Speaking



S urce of Varration
8 i twc “ubjtotc e.B. df F p

Instruction (I) 276.41 1 276.41 «• N 3.

Sox (S)

Partner (F)

6,40i .5? 1 6,408.52 10.40 .ocr

46..56 1 462.56 *
< 
N 3,

I x 3 204.75 1 204.75 - N 3.

I x P 38.78 1 38.78 - M 3.

S x P 765.56 1 765.56 1.24 H. 8.

I x S x P 1.44 1 .44 • N 3.

Subjects v. roups 66,564.50 108 616.33

.'itiiin SiUbeitg

Time (T) 5U.29 9 5-.81 3.40 .001
<

I x T 147.77 9 U<4£ * N 3.

3x1 118.4* 9 13.16 «• M 3.

P x T 70.22 9 7.80 - N 3.

I x 3 x T 155.37 9 17.26 1.03 B 3.

I x P x T 31.31 9 3.48 - »• 3.

3 x P x T 119.73 V 13.30 - H 5.

I x 3 x ' ' x T 181.57 9 20.17 1.21 J. 3.

T x subjects w« .rsupo 1 i ,237.34 972 1 .71

TabLo 17

AnalyaHw of V&T 13X09 Cf iJuTberS of ositVre SUlIOl-C . ita



FIGURE 6. Positive Statements Across Time for all Subjects.



Source of Va l ition
Bf.'-i'ftSn 'uWactg .

d.f. • tt • F p

Inatraction (I) 140.07 1 14o.07 o.79 < .05

Sox (3) 13% 06 1 138.86 6e/<6 < .05

Partner ( ) 1.97 1 1.97 w* N. 3.

1x3 43.49 1 4J.49 2.02 9. 3.

1 x P 11.79 1 11.79 — N. -.

S x P 1.33 1 1.33 — H. 3.

I x 3 x P .89 1 .89 — *• 3.

Subleotu w, roups 2,322.83 108 21.51

Within Sub 'ecto

Tine (T) 17.51 9 L3.0o 13.32 <ioca

I x T 41.53 9 4.ol 4.70 < .

3 x T 21.62 9 2.40 2.45 <•01

P x T 21.09 9 2.34 2.39 <.o5

I x 3 x T 42. 4 9 4.72 <• 1

1 X >' x I 8.21 9 2.02 <»o5

3 x r iT 22.53 9 2.50 2.55 <*u

I x S x x T 41. .0 9 4. >6 4.7o < • ’ j!

T x subjects w. qm .a 95.48 972 .98

Table V

Analyip of Variance of Nuxibera of egxtivu State .onto
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d.f. • l*lOo, p <■ ). irther* male* also sake ^ore negative

statements than do females (f ■ 6.m6, d.f. « l,10&, p c.OS). The 

comparts ns involving change over time are all significant. Figure 

7 indicctee that a'ter 8 initial Increase at ub ut the ladle of 

the discussion* there ia In the eais^i ns of

negative o tat entente which is fo owed by t further increase, rhe 

other inter .cttona involving t-ae reach significance because of the 

overlappings and/ or fluctuations of the effects of the main factors 

across tine. Those data ;re too complex to erxit interpret t’.on 

or the drawing of conclusion. They do indie te that the variables* 

at different levels, are having significant ef.eeta which only further 

research can elucidate.

(d) Aacunt of fine spent asking neutral .tatements:

The results of tn* analysis of neutral vertalizati:ns is 

presented in Table VI. The sex factor is again significant ith 

■also akin - tore neutral statements cusn feaiales Cf « 16.70* 

d.f. ■ 1*10 * p <.001). The instruction x jartaer i. teract on is 

Table VI here

also significant 9* d.f. » 1*10 « p igure indicates

that a favorably redisposed subject interacting with an unfavorably 

predls csed part er is prone co sake ore nc-trai istatotuento than 

Figure 3 here

when interacting with a favorably rodl* owed partner. An unfavorably 

predisposed subject interacting .ith favorably predisposed rather 

ths . an unfavorably predisposed partner is ..ore likely to make ore 

neutral statements.



FIGURE 7. Negative Statements Across Time for all Subjects.



T&le VI

Source of Variation 
Brtvecn Subjects 8.8. d.f. 1 ••• • F P

Instruction (I) 22.27 1 22.07 — N 3.

Sex (3) 979.36 1 979.36 lo.70 .001

□rtner (F) 0 1 0 — M 3.

I x S 1.70 1 1.70 — N. 3.
I x P 230.90 1 230.90 4.79 .05
S x P 12.84 1 12.84 — M 3.

I x S x P 306.54 1 306.54 5.23 .025

Srrrr 74014.9 108 58.65

WWin Subjects

Timr (T) 208.31 9 23.20 4.13 .001

I x T 90.65 9 10.07 1.79 S. 3,.

S x T 86.72 9 9.64 1.72 N 3.

P x T 84.76 9 9.42 1.68 H 3.

I x S x T 113.13 9 12.58 2.24 N 3,.

I x P x 1 72.31 9 8.03 1.43 ». 3.

3 x P x T 41.66 9 4.63 — 1 . -.

I x 3 x P x T 179.99 9 20.00 3.56 N 8.

T x eub.'ectr w. j r- j u , e 5465.20 972 5.62

Ansa}* is of Variance of Nurtbjrs of Neoura! JtaLt—onts



FIGURE 8. Instruction x Partner interaction for Neutral Statements.
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Figure 9 indicates an ov*r-all general increase in xeutral 

acrosc time. Th bgh there io a ge * eral tendency (F c

• 13* d.f, = 9»972, p <.OO1) to mmhee ore ■ eutral statements as the 

Figure 9 here

discussion proceeds, figure® indicates ex * ■ itial decrease In

■etral comments followed by an i crsnse anti then fluctuations between 

increasing end decreasing statements for the different units of tlme.

The instruction x sex x partner x time X ■ ■ teracfcion. is also significant 

(F = J.%, d.f. = |?72, p <.025). This significant result reflects 

the interacti ns of the four factors at a large umber of levels. 

Because cf the compile!ty of the i teraction ro condusi nc can be 

accifately drawn. T-a interaction does iedicato that tho variables, 

at different levels, are having significant effects which Car be 

elucidated only with more precise experimental connrols.



FIGURE 9. Neutral Statements Across Time for all Subjects.



DISCU33ION

i ' art 2, T»qx>ral ..ensures of ■ n inion Change

Resistance to change in opinion was assmed to be reflected 

in the num>er of poitive and negative statements emitted by the 

subject du r n ng the discussion. The ore 1 ersuasible the subject was, 

the greater would be the frequency of negative statements and the 

lower tire frequency o^ positive statements. In aadition the rates 

o^ poitive and negative statements n^uld change over time.

It was found that the instructions affected only the output 

of nenative and neutral stater ents. Favorably ■re tlisp need subjects 

on the average ma<e msm negative and neutral verbalizations than 

unfavorably prniis,oaei subjects throughout the discussion. Hmbbrs 

o^ nositive statements were uninfected. The sex factor was significant 

for total time spent speaking, poitive st ■ te~.ents, negative statements 

and neutral stateents. i ■ ales in thi3 type of discussion epeak more 

than do females and so, by definition, are ore persuasive. The 

sex of the participants is of critical importance in determining the 

nature of the verba behairior tfien two people are ar uin '.

Furtlrer, disregarding all other variables, there nre ^neral 

deer na e in poitive state ents and 'enera n •increases in both negative 

and statements ns the discussion progresses. The initial

rise in poitive tatere.nts prior to the decline across tmne is 

nrobably a reflection of the nact n t the subjects are 11 getting to 
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know each other”. Toward the end of the discussions there is a 

reater decrease Ln positive statements than there is a rise in 

neg tive assertions. The rise in neuunl statements at the end of 

the discussions is also rather steep. The decline in positive 

statements and rise in negative statements, in terms of the 

definition of persuussbility used in tlds thesis seems to reflect 

a tendency for all subjects to change their opinion. It must ie 

remembered at this point that the iean ratin - -js for both the subject 

of opinion change measures (X = 1.05) and the oi erver o pinion change 

meeaures (X = 1.46) were quite srnmai. Thus it Ls quite pos- iile 

that aLL of these effects Kuld ie significantly enhanced if ore 

opinion change had been recorded. It is pooaiile that the instructions 

to the subjects were not as effective as they were expected to ie. 

However, the oveer-H mmeaures of opinion change (ioth -ublic and 

private meeaures) did indicate some differential effects ietween the 

two types of instruction. It is also possiile that .- s the ubjects 

interacted, the expected effects of the instructions were superceded 

and attenuated iy the actual effects of the interaction. Of course, 

''■ore recise controls over ioth these factors would proiahly provide 

more clear-cut ielhavior patterns.

Many of the significant results occurred in the negative 

statement category, regardless of the fact that the data were 

reflecting only r - LaLively samll maagntudes of opinion change. Tiis 

sugg^i^lts that increases in negative statements rather than decreases 

in positive statements are a --- ore sensitive indicator of p^j-r^t^uasi^ii^ity. 

The number of negative statements emitted iy a subject is relatively 
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small* In fact, the ratio of pooStive to negative statements is 

about 5 to 1. This serves to undeeline the imprtance of negative 

statement reflecting opinion change*

®hhle in general* the dtta suggest that opinion change is 

accoapa.'iiee by a decrease in positive and an increase in both 

negative and neutral staeements, they also indicate that instructions 

as used in t * .is study, have a limited effect on the subject's 

verba betavior



RESULTS

P.irt 3t ■ - —valu*tip* al Reeationg to the Other Fair

(a) The 3sealtic Diiferential

AAter the discussion each subject rated his (her) partner

on 37 items of a aem^a^n:ic differential scale. The data were 

analyzed separately for ma.es and for females. T tests for 

independent mea x ures were applied to the subject meesures to comjpare 

the (++) vs (—) groups and t tests for correlated meaaures were 

applied to .he neums of the (+) and (~) membbra of the (+-) groups. 

Tables I and II (Appendix <) show that out of 148 possible outcomes 

only 6 are significant. The significant variables w_re honeot, cheerful 

stable, active, gooda and Howeer, these were not consistent

between groups. Because there was a significant difference on one 

variable in the (++) vs ( — ) males groups did not mean it would 

show up as a diffe_ ence between (+) and (-) male m^i^b^e^rs of the (+-) 

group. Since fewer significant results were obtained ^ran would be 

expected by chance alone at the 5% level, it must be concluded that 

the Bemaanic differential indicates no differences between the groups.

(b) So cal Distance_Scale

AAter the discussion each subject rated his (her) partner on 

the social distance scale. None of the co parisons were significant 

(see Appendix O. Sheets in the high cohesive groups evaluate 

each other similar to subjects in the low cohes xve groups. A t test 
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for correl ted meesures was applied to the intermediate cohesive 

group. B)th sale and female pooitively predisposed subjects rated 

their partners similar to the negatively predisposed subjects.

(c) On the direct question, "Did you like other person?'1

jo 1th members, male and female, of the high cohesive group again 

evaluated the oth ■ r similar to the way partners in the low cohesive 

group evaluated each other. The t test for correlated meesures 

applied separately to mle subjects and female subjects in the 

intermediate cohesive group also gave no significant results (see 

Ap p> endix C).



DISCUSSION

Part 3, Evaluation al Ractiona to the Other Pair '' ember

Nether the aarnactic differential! the social distance actla 

nor the direct question! "Did you like the other peraot?"f indicated 

any differences between unfavorably cnd favorably instructed 

subjects on how they evaluated the other atter discussion. Any 

one or more of a i t of factors may be responsible for this*

It is possible that the instruction effect had diminished to 

zero by the time the subjects evaluated ea ch ther or that the 

censures used were not sensitive enough to differentiate the two 

groups* It is possible that strangers who interact for relatively 

short periods of time as in this experiment are not prone to make 

negative statements about each other* This interpretation is 

supported by the observation that the scores on the above tests are 

usually on the positive end of the scale *
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RESULTS

Part 4.. Other 'lea .* ures

No sLgnificant ^Hurwcw were found on any of the compaai^o^ 

made between favorably and unfavorably instructed subjects. Sibjects 

in both groups evaluated each other similarly on how they thought 

they were able to moddfy each other's opinions and to wtat extent 

they thought their own opinion had been ooeiiiri.

DISCUSSION

Part * > Other Mmures

That there was no difference between favorably and unfavorably 

instructed subjects on how they thought they were able to moddfy 

each etherl3 opinion or to wtet extent they thought their own 

opinions had been ooeified is cen6Sstrnt ith the data of Section I 

(Amoirnt of Opinion Those results indicated no differences

between favorably and unfavorably instructed subjects on many of the 

private merr3U^e3 of opinion change. It Ls p^i^i^iLble then that the 

present results also reflect a lack of private change.
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMART AND CONCLDSIONS

The present study investigated the effects of different levels

of "cohesiveness* on the pe^6utaibblity and persuasiveness- of 

individuals, paired and discussing a topic on which they disagreed. 

Three types of groups were formed. These wem the Ugh cohesive 

groupi where both metamers of the pair were instructed to expect a 

cinfgmtal p^tner; the intermediate cohesive group, where one metamer 

of the ^lr anticipated a congenial partner and the other expected 

an ttcongental person, n and the low cohesive nroup, in which case 

both subjects anticipate an uncone©!!^! partner. The nature of a 

subbuec’s instructing, the sex of the subject, and the effect on 

one subject of the partnee's instructnone were the paramoes^ 

studied. A number of response mbe5st'ea, amount of opinion change 

and changes in verbal behavior over time were emp-oyed.

Since the mean amount of opinion change for all subjects waa 

relatively sbbll) and since not all of the neas^es reflect the same 

results, the min findings mmut be held as tentative suggestions 

u^fLl more precise controls are employed. Some of the mmin findings 

suggest that:

(1) Favorably predisposed subjects are morn persuasible than unfavorably 

predisposed subjects.

(2) Hales are more persuasive than females since t.ey speak the moot. 

TUs Ls reflected in the differences in the number of positive,
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negattv*( and ncuural statements emitted by the sexes*

(3) Increases in negative etaaanents rather than decreases in

positive staten<ents seem to be a we sensitive indicator of p^i^t^i^uast^iiLlty.

(I») Ove—el deciu.as in the e 1 desion of * oaitive statements and

ovee-ell increases * n the eoLatlon of ne-aLive state -rents were 

found to accompany opini**n change.
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According to your first feeling reactions place a check (\/) 
in front of all those relationships which you would be willing 
to enter into with the other participants.

( ) I would like to see him around campus sometime.

( ) I would want to have him in the same class.

( ) I would enjoy talking to him.

( ) I would enjoy an animated discussion with him.

( ) I would like to discuss serious general problems with him.

( ) I would want him to come to me with his problems.

( ) I would discuss important personal problems with him.
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Teets of Significance

Between Observer and Subject Coorelotions

GROUPS r z N-3 z Sor N, S.

+♦ female .88 1.376 17 .0059 8.139 S.
— female .46 .497 17 .0059

•- male .59 .678 15 .0667 .1239 N. S.
++ mle .56 .633 15 .0667

+- mle .65 .775 17 .0059 3.685 S.
♦- female .56 .377 17 .0059

— female .46 .497 17 .0059 1.111 N. S.
+- ie&*le .36 .377 17 .0059

+- male .65 .775 17 .0059 2.574 s.
— female .46 .497 17 .0059

++ female .88 1.376 17 .0059 9.25© s.
♦- female .36 .377 17 .0059

++ female .88 1.376 17 .0059 5.565 s.
+- male .65 .775 17 .0059

— male .59 .678 15 .0667 .673 N. S.
— femle .46 .497 17 .0059

Continued. • •



Continued. . . .

Tests of Significance

Between Observer and Subject Correlations

GROUPS r z N-3
N-3

£ Sor N. S.

male .56 .633 15 .0667 .506 N. S.
— female .46 .497 17 .0059

++ female .88 1.376 17 .0059 2.595 s.
— male .59 .678 15 .0667

♦♦ female .88 1.376 17 .0059 2.762 S.
♦♦ male .56 .633 15 ,0667

— male .59 .678 15 .0667 1.119 N. S.
♦- female .36 .377 17 .0059

♦♦ male .56 .633 15 .066? 0.952 N. 8.
+- female .36 .377 17 .0059

male .65 .775 17 .0059 0.528 N. S.
++ male .56 .633 15 .0667

+- male .65 .775 17 .0059 0.361 N. S.
— male .59 .678 15 .0667
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Table I

Seamcrne Df ferantlal Comparisons

Marta 
t-tectc Independent d.f. P

♦/
Related d.f. P

CajpCole -0.549 34 . . 0.645 9 N S.
Marceline 0.739 34 • . 0.175 9 N S.
Tall 0.000 34 NS. -1.474 9 N S.
CCeeeful 0.432 34 NS. 0.000 9 N S.
Pactical -0.280 34 NS. -0.815 9 N S.
Calm 0.384 54 N.S. 1.268 9 N S.
Active -0.413 34 NS. 2.269 9 <.05
UnneptioMl 0.302 34 N.S. 0.657 9 N S.
Dapentdble 0.776 34 NS. -0.224 9 N S.
Cooper tire -1.013 34 N.S. -1.C71 9 N. S.
MoOast 0.112 34 . . 0.645 9 N S.
Adaptable 0.099 34 NS. 0.616 9 N S.
Friendly -0.417 34 NS. -O.8SO 9 N S.
Kind 0.801 34 NS. 1.566 9 N. S.
Fair 1.041 34 NS. 1.046 9 N S.
Good O.785 34 NS. 0.940 9 N S.
SynpaCtaeic 0.716 34 NS. 0.000 9 N S.
ConCderate 1.580 34 NS. -0.438 9 N. S.
Hrd -0.174 34 NS. -1.000 9 N. S.
Intelligent —0.664 34 NS. -0.590 9 N S.
^adar 0.359 34 NS. 1.000 9 N S.
Scoiable 0.403 34 NS. -0.400 9 N. S.
Likeable 0.275 34 NS. 0.722 9 N. S.
Flexible -0.395 34 NS. 1.405 9 N S.
MaCure 0.472 34 NS. 1.097 9 N S.
«arm 0.000 34 NS. 1.142 9 N S.
NaCn*al -0.251 34 NS. 0.593 9 N S.
Frank 1.084 34 N.S. 0.357 9 N. S.
RaapmaiTe 1.432 34 NS. 0.490 9 N S.
Honnst 2.423 34 <.05 0.000 9 N S.
ToOerant -0.949 34 NS. 0.335 9 N S.
Witty 0.744 34 NS. 0.809 9 N. S.
Tactful -0.381 34 N.S. -0.165 9 N. S.
Quiet -0.921 34 NS. 0.357 9 N S.
Cieeeful 1.921 34 <.05 -0.438 9 N S.
Stable 2.649 34 <.01 0.0’0 9 N. c.
Unneeitcnding 0.264 34 N.S. 0.170 9 N S.



Table II

Sraantlc Dfferantial Comparisons

Females

t-tests
Independent d.f. P

♦/
Related d.f. P

Cjpble 1.727 38 <.05 6.865 9 N. S.
Feminine 0.315 38 N. S. 0.000 9 N. S.
Tall -1.168 38 N. S. 0.525 9 N. S.
Cheeeful l.UO 38 N. S. -0.7*8 9 N. S.
Practical 0.588 58 N. S. 0.471 9 N. S.
Caln -0.566 38 N. S. 0.339 9 H. S.
Active 0.512 38 N. S. 1.730 9 N. S.
Eottonai 1.2*1 38 N. S. 0.777 9 N. S.
Deperndalble l.*85 38 N. S. -0.922 9 N. S.
Cott^rntive 0.8*0 38 N. S. -0.364 9 N. S.
Motoat 0.887 38 N. S. -1.58* 9 N. S.
Aaptable 0.999 38 K S. -0.75* 9 N. S.
Friendly 1.182 38 N. S. -1.31* 9 N. S.
Kind 1.258 38 N. S. 0.719 9 N. S.
Fair 0.811 38 N. S. 0.326 9 N. S.
Good 2.2*8 38 <.05 1.31* 9 N. S.
Syonottieeic 1.038 38 N. S. -O.*36 9 N. S.
Cotaiddeate 0.860 38 N. S. 1.750 9 N. S.
Soft 2.069 38 <.05 -1.552 9 N. S.
Intelligent 1.099 38 N. S. 1.58* 9 H S.
Leader -0.865 38 N. S. 1.017 9 N. S.
SooCable 0.983 38 N. S. -0.271 9 N. S.
Likeable 1.381 38 M S. -0.960 9 N. S.
Flexible -0.140 38 N. S. -2.932 9 N. S.
Mature 0.000 38 N. S. -0.237 9 N. S.
Ware 1.009 38 N. S. -0.1*9 9 N. S.
Natural 0.698 38 N. S. 0.170 9 N. S.
Frank 0.132 38 N. S. 0.698 9 N. S.
Responsive 0.572 38 N. S. -0.560 9 N. S.
foonet 0.937 38 N. S. 0.623 9 Me S.
Tolerant 0.990 38 N. S. -0.773 9 N. 3.
Witty 0.935 38 N. 3. 2.032 9 Nt Se
TatCful 0.661 38 N. S. 0.22* 9 N i Sa
Quiet 0.388 38 N. S. 0.000 9 Ns Ss
CCeeeful 1.157 38 N. S. 0.20* 9 Ns Sa
Stable 0.000 38 N. S. 0.793 9 N. S.
Unddeetanding 1.203 38 N. S. -1.308 9 N, S.



Distance Spale Comparisons - t taste

Comparison d.f. t P

Mala ♦♦ Mala — 34 -0.080 N. S
Female ♦+ Fenale — 38 0.21*6 N. S

Kale -» Male - 9 1.1*00 N. S
Fen.-»le ♦ Feiaale - 9 .532 N. S

Direct Question! "Did you like the other person?"

Comparison d.f. t P

Male ♦♦ vb. Male — 34 .074 N. S.
Female ♦♦ vs. Female — 38 .108 N. S.

Male 4- vb. Male • 9 1.087 N. S.
Female ♦ vs. Female - 9 0.357 N. S.



Moiffiation of OtthMp'B Opinion

Co parison d.f. t P

Mala ♦+ vs. Mie — & -0.034 N. S.

Female ♦♦ vs. Female —• 38 0.000 N. S.

Mie ♦ vs. Mie - 9 1.500 N. S,

Femmle ♦ vs. Feramle - 9 0.246 N. S.

Modification of Own Cr ir.ion

Comparison d.f. t P

Mie ♦* vs. Male — 3* 0.060 N. S.

Female ♦♦ vs. Female — 38 0.000 N. S.

Mie + vs. Mie - 9 1.A60 N. S.

Female + vs. Fep^e - 9 -1.920 N. S.
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Occmrer Masi^ri of Opinion Cwmgo

G80UP V/’; J  i l) n IPS-2-2A T p !Ma VA L
IPS1 2S2

3

1.

s 3

1. 3.0

S

1. 1.0

s

1. 4.0

3

1. 0.0

8

1. J 3.02.0 1. 1.0

2. 2.0 2. 1.0 2. 1.0 2. .5 2. 3.0 2. 1.5 • 0.0 2. 3.0
3. .5 3. 2.5 5. 4.0 3. 1.0 3. 4.0 3. 0.0 3. 3.0 3. .5
4. 5.5 4. 2.0 4. 0.0 4. .5 4. 1.0 4. 1.0 4. .5 4. 0.0
5. 2.0 5. .5 5. 2.5 5. .5 5. 3.5 5. 0.0 c • .5 5. 3.0
6a 2.0 6. .5 6. 1.5 6. .5 6. 2.0 6. 2.0 6. 4.0 6. 0.
7. 5.0 7. .5 7. 2.0 7. .5 7. 1.0 7. 1.0 7. 1.0 7. 3.0
If 1.0 8. .5 □ • 2.0 a. .5 8. 2.0 8. 2.0 d. 0.0 8. 0.6

9. 2.0 9. 0.0 9. 2.0 9. 1.5 9. 3<5 9. 0.0 9. 0.0 9. 3.5
10. 0.0 10. 3.5 10. 1.0 10. 2.5 10. 5.0’ 1-. 1.0 10. 1.0' 1 . 3.0

11. 4.0 U. 3.0 11. 5.0 11. 1.0
12. 0.0 12. 0 12. 1.0 12. 1.0

13. 0.0 13. 1.5 13. 2.0 13. 0
14. 4.0 14. 1.0 14. 2.0 14. 0

15. 1.0 15. 0 15. 2.0 15. 2.0
16. 1.0 16. 0 16. 2.0 16. 2.0 —

17. 0.0 17. 0 17. 2.0 17. 0

18. 0.0 1.0 pX — • 2.0 18. 0

19 4.0 19. 19. 0 -J

20. .5 20. 0 J



subject Measure of Opinion Chings
- "

GROUP VA VA IPS2r 11 VA IPS2O2O2 IPS2O1 O2 IPS1202 , 1?A
S s s 3 s s s S

1. 2.0 1. 1.0 1. 0.0 1. 1.0 1. 1.0 1. 1.0 1. 2.0 1. 3.0

2. 1.0 2. 1.0 2. 1.0 2. 1.0 2. 2.0 2. 2.0 2. 1.0 2. 1.0

3. • o
•

3. 0 3. , 0.0 3. 2.0 3. 2.0 3. 2.0 3. 1.0 3. 3.0

u. 0 *. 5.0 *. 0.0 W. 1.0 4. 1.0 4. l.O 4. 1.0 4. 1.0

5. 0 5. 2.0 5. 1.0 5. 1.0 5. 1.0 5. 1.0 5. 2.0 5. 3.0

6. 0 6. 1.0 6. 1.0 6. 1.0 6. 1.0 6. 3.0 6. 0.0 6. 1.0

7. 2.0 7. 2.0 7. 2.0 7. 0.0 7. 0.0 7. 2.0 7. 1.0 7 0

8. 1.0 8. 1.0 8. 0.0 8. 1.0 8. 0.0 8. 1.0 8. 1.0 8. 1.0

9. 2.0 9. 0 9. 1.0 9. 0.0 9. 1.0 9. 0.0 9. 0 9. 1.0

10. 1.0 10. 0 10 . 2.0 10. 3.0 10. 2.0 10. 2.0 10. 1-0 10. 1.0

11. 1.0 11. 3.0 11. 11. 2.0 11. 1.0

12. 0.0 12. 0 12. 0.0 12. 1.0

15. 1.0 13. 0 13. 1.0 13. 0.0

1*. 2.0 1*. 3.0 14. 0.0 1*. 0.0

15. 1.0 15. 1.0 15. 0.0 15. ojo

16. 0.0 16. 1.0 16. 0.0 16. 1.0

17. 2.0 17. 0 17. 1.0 17. 0.0

18. 1.0 18. 0 18. 2.0 18. 0.0

19. 19. 2.0 19. 1.0

20. 20. 0 20. 0.0



Total Tine 3pmn Spooking

or.xjp ' Tc t \

Jubjeat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 6.5 •4 1.0 7.0 W.5 5.8 5.4 2.0 9.82 4.0 4.0 2.4 7.0 1.0 2.5 4.0 2.4 9.4 6.0
3 7.0

6.2
8.2 5.8 5.0 12 0 1.8 2.0 9.0 10.0 4.2

4 7.4 10o4 13.0 6.0 155 iZ5 .0 • •
5 U.8 5.4 6.0 16,0 X 0aO 17. 20.0 9.4 9.0 U.o
6 4.0 «» X r • 8.2 4.0 3.'5 3.0 A >**'• 4.0 6.0 5.2
7 3.5 16. 11.0 11. 15»$ !20O 9.8 1 .4 12 0 8.2
8 8.4 4.8 7.4 UO 2.4 4.0 O.0 0.5 13.2 5.4
9 51.0 33.0 43.0 31.0 35.5 32.4 31.2 15.0 <•0 45.2

10 20.0 38.5 35.0 42.0 36.5 49.0 47.0 5SC5 45.0 ...
11 3.2 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 6.0 2.0 4.5 3.8 6.0
12 1.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 9.0 4.0 3.5 1.5
13 19.0 17.0 20.0 15.0 .5 10o2 13.8 1.0 in 2 9.0
14 11.0 UO 17.0 11. 24.4 24.3 19.8 • 13.2 20.2
15 14 0 13.1 4.5 2.0 7.0 .7.0 '>.0 8.0 11.2 9.4
16 13.0 22,0 33.0 33.0 33.0 29.0 33.5 27.0 25.5 25.0
17 15.0 3.8 12.0 10.5 5.8 12.3 26.0 5.0 15.4 15.0

' 18 25.2 40.0 41.0 36. 44.0 3?.O 24. 44.5 34.0 42.0

<*«' iiVa
..-ubjoct 2 3 4 5. 6 7 r 9 10

1 30.5 40.0 38.0 5C.0 37.0 42.6 50.0 47.0 44.0 37.0
2 14.0 14.0 25. 20.2 37.0 38.5 15.5 25.5 2. .0 21.5
3 18.0 19.0 24.8 L8o0 18.0 24.0 12.0 25.5 31.3 23.8
4 .5 0 0 0 0 2.8 2.8 0.4 2.5 1.2
5 1.0 2.0 5.0 1.5 0.3 4.2 4.3 4.0 0.2 4.0
6 5.1 14.8 11.0 14.2 9.8 8.0 9.4 10.4 12.8
7 1.0 7.0 7.6 2.0 1.0 5.0 3.5 6.0 5.8 5.0
8 21.5 4.2 17.5 8.0 10.5 7.4 -9.0 4.0 6.2
9 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.2 1.6 5.0 5.3 1.2 . 2.0

10 23.0 21.8 21.2 22.5 20.0 20.0 23.5 13.0 15.0



Tot □. Tlua Spent Speak Ing

OTUF XXV

Sibjodt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1.4 0. ■ 1.4 1.0 .2 5.2 1.0 2.0 .5 oa2 2.0 1.4 1.2 1. 2.1 1.2 2.4 1.0 1.4 1.4
3 .3 .6 6.1 3.5 .4 3.0 2. 2 2 5.0 ♦8
4 2.5 4.8 .0 3.2 . 3.5 2.5 3.8 1.5 4.2
5 1.0 2.0 3.' 4. * 5.0 2.2 .8 3.5 .5 1.0
6 .4 3.Q 1.2 - • - 2.Q 1.8 1.2 3.0 4.0 3.0
7 1.0 *.8 10.0 1.5 3.) 1G.0 6.2 • ».□ 4.5
$ M oc • 2.5 3.5 8.3 . 1 6.5 8.0 7.0 5.0
9 0 2.3 5.2 2.5 0 .5 5.2 3.2 4.8 a

10 1.5 2.4 .6 3.. 4.a 6.0 2.1 4.8 1.8 3.
11 14.5 13.2 12.5 11.5 13.5 12.0 6.5 8.2 7.0 1 6.
12 11.0 13.0 7.0 10.5 ♦0 U .0 . 12.5 • o.O 15.0
13 3*.O 43.5 42.0 32.0 37. 35. 36.0 27.0 40.2 32.5
14 3 .5 24.0 17.0 33.0 31.5 21.0 22.0 23.2 26.5 3 . .2
15 11.0 12.0 14.0 A f|

• '.0 3.2 . 10.0 10.2 XV . - 9.8
16 1.0 2.3 1.2 4^- 6.8. 5.0 5.0 1.5 3.0 7.0
17 .4 2.2 2.2 .9 .2 .2 .8 2.4 .4
18 .6 .2 0 .4 1.0 1.2 0 .4 1.2 .8
19 1.6 1.5 1.4 .8 2.0 3.4 .0 1.0 4.0 2.3
20 .5 2.4 4.3 .6 1.6 0• .2 1. ■ 1.8

tK->f 1122

-U'jjtct 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 5.4 5.0 0.0 11.0 11.0 s.o 7.5 2. 5.3 11.0
2 34.5 33.0 39.5 32.5 24.0 27.2 33.0 35.0 1. • V 26»5
3 •8 . .5 1.'. 2.3 .5 .2 •3 3 .2 3.0
4 1.6 2.0 0 0 .1 3.2* 3.0 1.21 /“i lei 1>o

‘ 5 4.0 3.0 1.0 5.2 3.5 • 2, a* A*A r

I.01 * • 5C A *.u* rt6 1.5 4.0 2.0 5.0 •- V* • W J ->•5 s • -■ >•0C £ <ledx. />
7 4.0 2.0 3.0 1.8 2.2 ••0 .0

£
u.n a

5.5
e* c 6*01 ft

8 .0 3.8 10.0 5.5 8.0 0.2 ue2
Vi A

.%c'i at i
• 5 J-eO3 □ ft

9 14.0 7.0 5.4 >1.2 6.4 u.o 12.0 ■ 12 *4n
*2 «

1 ft10 0.2 2.0 1.2 0 .1 2 • 5 1 • 3 1 • » 3.0 1*0



TotaOL Tim Spe^t, Spewing

a^up yx?a
Object ■ 1

« I

■ 2
1

3 4
i

5 - 6 7 8 9 10
1 38.5 • 26.0 32.0 20.8 33.0 20.2 25.5 35.8 31.0 31.8
2 8.8 • 17.5 19.0 8.5 31.0 23.0 9.5 13.0 2.4.0
3 3.0 6.5 4.5 11.1 19.5 8.4 6.2 1Qj0 5.4 7.2
4 13.0 1b.6 19.8 15.5 4.5 14.0 U.S 15.0 11^.0 9.0
5 3.0 4.2 6.0 4.0 4.4 3.0 2.0 . 2 .8 7.2
6 .6 5. 1.2 5.2 2.0 1.5 .8 2.2 5.2 3.0
7 17.3 23.0 18.0 20.0 14.2 2 3.0 21.5 21.2 1%0 14.0
8 24.0 24.0 3 .0 31.4 3o.« 2 .8 27.4 35.4 27.8 3945
9 8.4 9.0 3.0 • 5 b.O 6.0 14.0 14.0 6.4 11.4

10 .2 3.0 10.0 1.0 7.0 4.0 .8 2.5 5.4 4.8
11 .8 4.0 1.8 3.8 2.0 5.0 4.0 2.8 .6 3.0
12 2.0 •2 1.2 0 1.5 0 . .8 1.2 1.4
13 3.8 10.5 7.8 7.5 10.2 14.8 4.0 8.3 16.0 13.5
14 24.0 24.5 25.0 1 ■ .0 8.8 • 22.0 17.0 14.0 25.5 16 .2
15 2 .0 . 28.2 22.5 37.0 3 >5 24.4 38.5 ‘--.0 19.8 2 .0
16 2.0 • 1.2 0 1.0 . 5.0 •a 1.0 1.4
17 2.0 .2 3.5 5.0 .8 0.0 2.0 1.8 1.4
18 7.0 5.0 3 .4 6.0 5.8 • • 6 12.0 - ■ .0 .3 1.8

Gi'J? la.^ x

Object 1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 4.2 ■ 3.6 .2 2.5 5.0 1.2 ■ 0 1.2 6.8 .
2 3 5.5 3.0 9.0 9.0 5.2 11.2 13.5 9.2 6.2 5.8
3 7.2 3.8 . 2.0 4.2 5.2 4.0 2.6 2.0 1.5 3.0
4 2.1 23.0 20.2 6.0 17.2 1. . 14.5 6.2 1 .2 9.0
5 2.0 2.2 3.2 7.6 >2 1.5 1 4. 1 *1 4.0

1£ . 0 19.< •H . . 25.0 25.2 19.4 20.0 • 32.5 25.5
7 t .0 47 . - 58.0 •5.0 59.5 52.0 46.5 4.1.1 47.0 38.0
V 52.5 5- . 5 43.5 40^5 4>.O 32.5 58.0 . 5 .0 56.0
g *.■ 17.0 16.5 22.< 26.0 18.0 23.5 15.5 13.5 19.0

10
• f • ■
2.0 2.C 2.4 . 3.0 •4 .4 2.0 .5 2.2



Total Tlae 3j>erxt. peaking

0!i' >P 1.5 ■ -< < 2

Subject 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
X 5.5 9.0 5.2 9.0 11.0 11.0 10.4 '.0 9.0 7.52 l.u 1.2 5.9 .5 3.0 3.2 0.5 2.0 4.0
3 16.0 14.0 12.5 14.8 4.2 11. 11.6 11.0 13.0 11.2
4 2 .- 2 .0 22.4 20.0 1J.2 23.0 U.O 24.8 20.5 14.4
5 3.2 6.2 7.0 ’.0 9.0 4.5 10.0 9.0 13.0 11.0
o 14.6 15.0 11.6 23.0 17.0 9.8 11.5 /.0 3.2 11.a
7 5.0 .4 1C.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 12.5 4 • ?.o 6.48 7.0 ?.o 7.0 1 .0 5.0 ’4. 3.0 W.5 7.4 10.0
9 7.0 2.0 3.0 7.5 7.8 •7.C 7.2 7.0 4.5

10 2.0 7.4 6.2 3.0 .6 4.6 2.6 3.0 2.0 .0
11 2.8 5.0 9.0 5.0 4.0 5.8 r.O 2.4 5.2 8.0
12 6.2 7.1 3.0 8.0 9.5 ■j.2 10.0 tJ.O 3.2
1.3 7.5 6.4 9.0 10. j '.0 7.0 1.2 5.4 6,0 5.0
14 7.0 8.0 6. 4.5 4.8 6.8 10.0 .2 10.0 11.0
15 2.0 0 2.5 .6 2.4 3.0 . .0 2.8 1.5
16 *>•*“ J. 1.0 2.? 1.6 1.0 3.2 2.0 2.0 2.6
17 1.0 2.2 3.4 1.2 1.2 6.5 7.0 a 1.3 2.1
lfi 2.2 9• ■ 7.0 2.2 1.2 1.0 1 3.5 2.0
19 7.7 5.0 7.0 9.' 7.0 7. \5 r i • - 5.0 7.6
20 1.5 5.0 4.e 1.0 4. 3.0 1.2 ‘. I 5.5 1.5

GrtU-'

ubject • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2.0 2.2 A. 3 4.7 2.0 .0 6.5 3.0 4.0 3.2
2 2.0 5.0 .5 6.8 1.4 1.5 4.*> 2.0 1.2

1.2 5.2 5.0 3.2 3.8 2.0 • . .9 2.8 2.1* 
L .3 3.0 .3 :.o *JL • 2.5 2.5 1.5 1.0 3.0w
5 3.-- 13.0 14. .5 13.C I .0 8.2 41.0 12. 11.5
6 1.2 .4 .5 3.0 1.8 •4 .3 2,0 0 2.2
7 ,2 2.8 2.0 7.0 7.0 / • J 4.0 >•i8 26.0 29.0 18.0 27.5 30. 31.0 1.5.5 2G.k 38.- 39.0
o 3.0 3.0 4,2 3.5 4.2 5.0 4.'- 1 2

4» • * . 5 2,0
10 •A •4 1.0 3.0 4.2 1.0 1.0 >•0 * /» 2.4



'ositlvo >ta1ta ants Acfms Tins

OKXJP

SUJect 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2.8 5.8 0.5 3.8 5.5 2.0 5.4 1.0 0.0 1.4
2 4.0 3.0 1.4 4.5 .4 1.5 2.0 .3 .8 .8
3 3.0 2.0 5.0 3.5 7.8 .4 .0 4.0 5.8 •0
4 4.0 7.0 9.8 12.0 3.5 14.5 12.5 3.5 6.0 2.5
5 9.0 5.4 1.0 16.0 17.- 17. 17.5 5.4 8.0 8.0
6 2.5 7.5 3.0 3.0 .8 0 .2 3.0 .2 .6
7 3.5 2.8 5.0 4.0 11.0 7.0 4.5 9.8 1.5 3.8
8 a.O 1.2 1.0 5.8 1.4 .2 2.4 •0 1.6 2.8

36.0 29.8 31.0 20.O 26.5 1o.8 17.0 j.O 28.0 20.0
10 ' 13.0 34.0 21.4 28.2 34.0 26.0 19.5 47.5 35.0 19.8n 3.0 1.8 1. 3.0 2.5 5.0 .8 4.5 2.2 3.0
12 1.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 4.5 4.0 5.0 .4 .2 .3
13 15.4 9.0 10.5 9.0 0. > 3.0 5.8 0.5 5.0 4.0
14 5.4 11.0 7.5 7.0 24.0 22,8 11.0 24.0 16.0 8.0
15 9.2 38.2 1.0 .5 5.2 5.0 2.1 2.0 5.4 2.2
16 10.0 15.0 28.0 28.0 27.0 21.0 25.0 12.0 5.0 . 1
17 6»8 .2 9.0 4«3 1.0 9.8 1.-.0 2.5 10.0 4.8
18 18.4 38.0 35.4 3-2.4 44. > 29.8 14.8 39.0 26.5 33.0

gucu? ZjS-pj

3ubj<K5t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 23*0 27.0 17.0 30.0 18.8 32.5 23.5 22.0 23.0 27.0
2 7.5 13.5 21.6 8.0 27.0 29.5 10.0 21.0 16,0 7.5
3 7.2 13.1 10.2 4.5 4.0 9.0 .2 4.0 4.5 5.2
4 0 0 0 0 0 .3 2.5 0 0 0
5 .2 1.2 4.8 1.2 .1 3.0 4.8 3.0 0.0 3.0
6 2.8 11.5 5.0 8.2 11. 1.2 2.0 4.6 0.5 2.4
7 .1 3.0 2.3 .0 .8 1.0 ♦0 2.6 .0 .0
8 1 .0 2 .2 4.0 2.0 5.5 6.0 14.8 •4 *.5
9 3.0 2.6 5.0 3.0 1.2 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.1 ■ 2

10 13.0 5.2 4.0 6.8 6.5 3.0 7.0 8.0 2.0 4.



oaltlvs n*.3 Across TIm

oaou? LSeF,
1 « I

JubjSCt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1.2 .8 1.0 .2 J 3.2 .0 .0 .2 .1
2 1.0 .3 1.0 .0 2.1 .0 1.C .8 •4 •4
3 .3 .6 5.1 1.4 .0 .5 .5 • -- 2.2 .0
4 2.4 4.8 .0 1.0 5.0 2.0 1.5 2.5 0.0 1.5
5 0 1.0 1. 1.0 .8 0 0 0 0 0
6 1• r 3.6 1.2 1.0 2.0 1.6 .2 .9 .8
7 1.0 <.0 3.5 .5 3.0 .2 .0 0.0 2.0 2.5
8 7.0 2.0 .2 5.0 .1 >.0 1.0 2.0 5.v 4.8
9 0 1.8 5.2 2.0 0.0 0. 5.0 2.4 0 0

10 1.5 2.0 0 2.2 4.8 .0 .3 1.2 .4 2.0
11 10.5 8.0 5.0 5.0 8.C t.8 5.5 6.0 • 10.5
12 1C.8 .3 5.5 5.2 0.0 •0 4.2 6.2 2.1 10.4
13 15.8 3 .5 32.0 11.0 12.6 25. 21.4 U.S 2. .5 11.6
14 19.5 9.0 14.0 29.0 11.5 ^.5 11.0 10.0 24.0 1.2
15 9.0 11.0 10.0 6.0 6.5 1.5 5.0 .8 .0 0
16 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 6.2 5.0 1.3 3.0 7.0
17 .4 2.2 2.2 .8 0 0 •4 0 0 .4
18 .4 0 0 0 .8 1.0 0 0 0 0

-Subject 1 2 34 5^-789 10

1 1.2 3.0 3.0 9.0 10.2 4.0 2. .9 2.5 7.0
2 20.0 29.» 39.5 24.5 20.0 21. 21.0 1.0 Ip •• 12.0
3 .4 .2 .2 .8 l.C .1 0 • 1 • •1
k 1.6 .5 .0 .0 .0 . 3.0 ♦2 •< 1.0
5 2.0 1.5 .8 4.2 2.2 .1 .1 2 >1 •1 .6
6 .3 1.5 .2 .2 b.O .1 .0 >4 .0 •A
7
8

3*o
5.2

1.5
3.8

1.3
7.0

1.8 
.8

.0
5.5

'.0
2.0

.0
■ 4

A•v
1.0

•2
5.2

•••2
1.8

9 13.0 5.2 .2 9.0 5.0 3.5 2.2 10.0 A.o
10 .2 2.0 1.2 0 0 1.2 1.8 .8 2.0 •5



••ositive Statements Across Time

GROUP I„S,Pn2 12

Sibjedb 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 35.0 25.0 28.5 11.6 29.0 12.0 20.5 29.0 19.0 19.0
2 6.5 14.5 11.8 19.0 4.5 31.0 13.0 6.5 6.5 16.0
S 2.2 4.0 1.2 5.0 14.0 4.5 1.5 .3 2.8 2.2
4 15.2 5.5 19.0 15.2 .1 2.0 3.0 7.2 5.8 5.1
5 .2 4.2 1.1 3.4 3.2 0.0 1.4 i-r 0 1.2
6 .2 1.2 .4 1.0 1.0 1.0 .3 1.2 2.8 .8
7 15.0 21.0 17.0 16.0 8.0 18.2 19.0 17.0 15.0 8.0
8 12.5 19.5 23.5 24.2 22.4 24.4 22.5 24.0 11.5 28.0
9 8.0 9.0 1.4 • • 6.0 1.0 14.0 6.0 0 2.4

10 0 3.0 9.0 0 1.2 .5 0 .2 .2 0
11 .6 3.5 1.8 3.5 2.0 1.4 4.0 1.6 .6 3.0
12 2.0 .2 .8 0 .6 0 .5 .2 1.0 1.3
13 1.8 10.4 6.0 6.0 10.0 14.8 1.2 ■.0 16.0 13.5
14 15.5 21.0 13.2 15.5 6.0 18.4 14.2 10.5 19.0 12.5
15 25.0 28.0 20.0 36.0 33.5 24.4 37.0 34.5 19.5 22.0
16 1.0 .8 1.2 0 /.6 .4 2.0 .4 0 0
17 1.5 .2 3.0 5.0 .6 1.2 .0 .8 .0 .0
18 5.0 3.5 7.4 4.5 3.5 0.0 11.0 3.0 0.0 1.6

GROUP

Subject 1 2 34 567 89 10

1 44.8 36.0 48.0 37.0 32.0 46.0 36.0 37.0 28.5 35.0
2 4 .0 44.2 12.0 48.0 2‘ .0 9.0 41.0 39.0 47.0 43.4
3 12.5 9.0 14.0 20.0 12.4 10.0 14.0 7.0 7.0 9.2
4 1.0 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.0 .4 .0 1.5 .5 2.0
5 .6 2.2 .2 2.5 5.0 1.2 .0 .2 1.2 1.2
6 6.8 3.0 9.0 6.0 1.6 5.2 7.0 9.0 2.2 L.3
7 5.2 1.2 ,1 2.0 4.0 1.2 .6 .5 .5 1.2
8 1.0 22.0 12.2 5.0 3.2 4.5 10.2 .5 3.8 3.5
9 A .2 .1 2.0 .2 •4 1.0 .0 1.5 •0

10 12.0 15.0 12.0 20.1 25.2 19.2 11.0 24.0 15.2 15.0



witlv* "tatemMita \cro>8 Tiae

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 6.5 6.2 8.2 5.2 5.5 7.5 .5 2.8 4.0 3.8
2 6.0 6.5 3.0 3.5 3.0 5.0 3.5 8.2 7.0 7.5
3 2.0 .0 1.2 .4 2.2 2.2 •2 1.2 .4 .1
4 .2 .3 .2 1.2 .6 1.0 1.0 .6 1.6
5 .0 2.2 3.0 .8 1.2 2.5 .0 .8 .5 2.0
6 2.2 .2 .2 .4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 .0 1.0
7 7.0 5.0 5.0 7.8 6.8 5.0 2.5 5.0 2.8 5.6
0 .4 2.0 1.0 .8 3.2 1.2 .6 1.0 4.0 1.2
9 2.8 60 4.0 8.6 3.2 5.2 6.4 4.0 5.2 1.6

10 .6 1.2 5.8 .0 2.5 3.0 .2 1.0 .2 .4
U 9.8 10.5 8.0 4.0 11.0 3.5 8.2 3.5 5.0 6.0
12 25.2 25.0 18.0 12.8 11.0 16.2 6.0 24.2 .3.0 3.2
13 1.2 6.0 3.4 . 1.0 3.2 3.0 4.0 3.0 1.0
U 9.2 12.0 1.0 22.2 9.0 5.0 6.0 2.0 1.4 2.5
15 2.0 5.5 10.0 0 7.2 0 9.0 6.0 6.C 3.2
16 5.0 0 1.0 7.0 4.0 1.4 1.0 4.0 .0 .8
17 ,8 7.0 6.2 1.6 4.0 3.0 .3 1.0 .1 .8
18 2.8 4.5 9.0 3.8 1.5 .0 4.0 P.O 5.0 1.0
19 6*2 7.2 2.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 6.2 5.0 7.0 3.0
20 6.3 4.0 5.5 14.0 3.0 10.5 2.2 8.0 1.2 2.5

GR*X?i’ Tj-JJ 1

^Object 1 23 45 6789 10

1 3.2 5.6 3.0 0 1.0 6.8 4.0 2.0 1.0 5.0
2 24.4 15.2 14.0 26.V 23.0 25.5 9.0 12.0 35.0 17.0
3 1.0 2.0 2.2 3.2 2.5 2.5 2.8 .8 •8 0
4 .4 •4 1.0 2.2 4.2 •4 1.0 5.0 1.0 .5
5 1.2 1.4 4.5 0 .4 6.0 6.5 .2 .0 .1
6 .5 7.5 -.2 1.0 1.5 6.5 2.0 1.5 1.0
7 0 0 •8 1.0 2.2 .0 0 0 0 0
8 .3 2.0 .8 .2 .5 1.8 1.0 0 0 0
9 3.2 12.0 14.2 6.5 13.0 6.0 2.3 6.0 11.0 11.0

10 1.2 •4 .5 3.0 1.8 .4 .3 0 6 •4



Native JtaUr entt \oroos Tlxne

OUJUF

Subvert 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 .2 0 0 0 .2 .1. 0 0 2.0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.2 .2 1.2 1.0
3 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.4 1.2 4.8 4.2 .2 5.0 4.8
4 4.5 .2 6.0 1.0 0 .5 6.5 . 3.2 .2 7.8
5 0 .1 1.6 .4 0 0 .5 1.4 3.2 1.2
6 .5 2.5 .2 .4 .2 .2 .5 5.2 9.0 10.2
7 .4 2.4 0 1.2 1.8 .8 1.8 0 3.0 3.0
8 3.0 0 0 .4 0 0 • o v 3.0 0
9 0 0 A 0 2.5 *> r .2 .8 .5 4.8

10 0 1.0 .8 l.C l’.O • * •>* • 8.0 1.5
11 0 1.8 .4 .« 1 w 1.0 1.8 5.C 2.4 1.0
12 0 0 .4 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 .4
13 0 0 5.0 0 .2 0 1,0 0 •4
14 .3 .3 5.2 1.0 1.0 3.4 .4 2,0 6.0 5.0
15 0 5.8 4.8 4.4 4.0 .0 2.8 1.2 .6 2.0
16 0 1.0 1.0 3.5 .5 1.4 3.0 0 10.5 2.2
17 9.0 3.2 3.0 6.5 5.0 8,2 5.2 4.2 2.2 15.2
18 1,0 2.0 6.0 11.0 3.5 11.0 21.0 6.0 .5 12.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 0 0 C .2 .3 0 .4 0 0
2 •4 0 1.2 .1 0 5.2 2.0 2.5 2.0 5.0
3 0 .4 3.2 1.2 .2 2.2 .2 4.0

rt A
.1 0 »

4 0 0 3.0 0,2 2. 2.6 .4 7.0 1.2 .4
5 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 2.2 0 •4 • 5 e a
6 • 1.0 4.2 >•* 2.7 5.5 2.0 1.0 1.2/ o 5.0
7 1.0 l.C 6.2 4.2 6.5 2.0 11.0 3.0 6 6.2 1.4
8 . X .5 1.0 U.O 6.0 4.0 5.0 •4 2,6 9.0
9 1.2 2,2 .8 7.5 6.0 5.2 A

0 1 9.0
1 A

3.0A
10 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0 •4 1.0 .8
U



Hapitivo 3tatoa«ntB Across Tint

GROUP IjSjFj

Su>j«ct 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 0 0 0 0 •4 1.0 2.0 1.0 .1
2 0 .4 .2 .6 0 .6 •4 .2 1.0 1.0
3 0 0 1.0 1.2 0 1.8 .1 .2 2.8
4 0 0 0 .2 1.0 1.0 .2 .1 1.2 3.0
5 .4 1.0 1.2 1.0 1. 1.4 • .0 0 .4
6 0 0 0 0 0 .2 .2 .3 0 0
7 0 .6 1.2 1.0 1.6 2.4 2.0 1.0 •4 1.2
8 0 0 3.0 3.8 2.0 *>• > 4.0 5.0 .2 3.0
9 0 .2 0 0 0 .5 0 • 0 0

10 0 .4 .6 1.0 0 0 1.8 3.6 1.4 1.0
11 .3 0 1.0 — R— • 0 4.5 .5 0 1.2 .2
12 .2 0 .8 1.6 0 4.8 . 0 1.0 .2
13 12.2 7.0 10.5 18.5 17.5 7.0 9.0 10 >0 a.0 7.0
14 5.2 6.8 1.4 0 2.0 5.0 .6 0 .2 1.4
15 0 .4 0 0 0 4,8 1.5 .1 5.0 8.0
16 0 0 .2 .2 .2 .2 1.0 .2 0 0
17 o • 0 0 0 0 0 .4 ?.0 .4 .4
18 .2 .2 0 .4 .2 0 0 0 1.2 .8
JO 0 0 0 6.0 .4 .6 0 0 0 •4
20 0 0 0 0 0 .6 0 1.8 .8 1.6

GROUP IV.12 2

SibjMt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 .0 .2 .8 0 .1 1.0 1.0 .2A .1
2 .2 1.2 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.8 5.0 «■>

A
• <

e
• 8

3 •1 0 .1 0 1.0 •6 • 1
a

0A • 5A IOA
4 0 0 0 .4 •2 .4 0 0

a A uA uA c

5 .5 1.0 4.0 .2 • 5 e.Oz 1<8A ?»2 • JA >•5A
6 0 0 C 0 0 •o V

t a
• A 0 O9 ■ "A*

7 1.4 1.0 1.8 0 •4 •4•b A l«0o A A
8 1.0 .1 0 1.5 •2 3 >2A u

a

O
1 A

O

9 .4 .2 0 .1 0 • *-A • • J.
A

A*c 
*4

• A o
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 u O •P V



'tata—onts Across Tim

OHCUP Ij- V2

SU>al I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 0 1.2 1.1 1.6 A■ * 1.2 1.3 .5 .1* .5
2 2.3 0 2.5 3.8 2.5 0 .2 .2 1.2 2.0
3 0 .2 3.0 .5 1.4 2.5 4.5 4.2 4.0 3.2
4 ♦9 3.2 0 0 1.1 7.2 6.8 1.0 1.0 2.0
5 0 0 1.0 .3 .7 .8 .6 2.2 .8 5.1
6 •1 0 0 1.0 .6 .8 .4 1.0 •1 .4
7 5.0 2.4 1.0 .6 3.5 .4 .2 2.0 1.2 1.2
• .6 .1 2.8 2,2 10.8 ..0 1.0 .8 1.5 4.0
9 4 0 1.0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 3.8

I0 0 0 0 .2 .8 .5 0 .4 1.0 .
II 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 c 0
12 0 0 •4 0 0 0 .1 .6 0 .1
I3 0 0 •4 .6 0 0 .2 . 0
I4 4.0 .9 5.0 1.0 ♦4 1.0 .9 2.0 3.0 3.0
I5 •3 .2 .1 1.0 .7 0 0 .4 .2 0
16 0 0 0 0 •4 .2 3.0 .4 .4 0
I7 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0- 1.2 .8 0
I8 0 •3 1.0 .8 .5 .2 .1 .6 .3 a

ran p isp2 11

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 ,1 3.0 .2 0 *•> .4 .2 .2 .5 0
2 .5 1.5 7.0 2.2 9.0 9.0 .6 >• - 1.0 .3
3 • 3

.3 1.5 0 1.4 .2 .5 .5 0 0 03
4

•3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •2 0 045
w V

0 0 0 0 0 0 •6 2.5 • 1✓
6

V
1

V 
o 0 0 .2 .1 .6 0 1.6 1.0w

7
■ * 
o

V
.8 .1 .1 .4 .3 .1 1.5 1.0 .5f

8
V
O 2.0 5.0 1.0 5.8 5.2 3.0 4.8 2.8 4.0Oft V 
o

*•*
0 0 0 .5 0 4 0 1.0 .29

10
U

1.5
\j

7.0 .2 1.2 0 .2 1.2 .1 0 .2



Ne^xtlTa tatenanta Korea* Tima

rtRCVF XjSj 1

■ubjaat 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 3 9 10

1 .1 .2 0 •> o- •• 2.0 C 0 a 2.2 .2
2 0 ■ 1• 1.2 .2 A•J .4 3.5 0 .8 0
3 0 0 0 .2 .1 0 .2 .2 .2 .2
4 0 0 •4 0 .3 0 0 .4 .1 .3
5 0 0 0 .1 0 0 .1 .6 .3 .1
6 0 0 .2 .3 0 0 0 •2 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 c 

is .6 0 0 .3 .5
8 .2 .1 .1 •2 *1 .2 0 0 .4 .1
9 0 0 0 0 2.4 .5 4.0 .3 1.2 1.0

10 .2 0 0 0 .8 .2 .2 3.0 0 .5
u .A .5 .4 3.0 .2 1.4 0 2.0 .4 0
12 1.0 1.0 2.5 .5 .2 .3 5.0 .6 .2 1.2
13 .2 .2 .8 0 5.0 2.8 1.6 .4 1.0 5.2
14 .4 1.0 3.5 0 7.6 4.8 5.2 1.2 3.0 3.8
15 .1 .1 .1 .2 2.0 0 1.2 .2 .1 .5
16 •4 2.8 .5 1.0 .8 .0 0 .5 •6 2.4
17 0 0 1 AJ.«V .3 1.0 5.2 4.0 .4 2.0 1.4
18 0 •4 V .6 .5 4 .2 .0 3.0
19 0 .5 0 .5 .2 5.0 .6 .4 n j.O
20 0 .2 1U 0 •3 3.0 0 3.u 1.0 .1

•;4JP 1^2*2

Subject 1 •J 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 2.0 2.6 1.5 .2 .2 3.0 1.61 A .5
(X

1.0
*1 9

2 •8 5.0 .2 l.o •4 •1 1*0A A
u
A 1.

3 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0
A

U
A

V 
A

■4
9

4 0 0 0 0 0 •1 u
A

u V •« 
' c

5 .2 .1 0 0 .4 0/'L U
A

X • v
a

• •A
L

• 9 
o

6 .1 .4 0 •1 0 V u
i

• M
c

7 .5 .5 2,2 1.0 3.6 A
XJ

'J
•4

1 G
• J

1-0
9 J

2.5
8 0 0 0 0 •2 Q- *1

9^ A • V
£

- - • *
—

* • > 
A

9 0 0 0 2.0 0 • *“ • 1A • 2
2 n

w
A

• ••
1.8

10 0 0 1.0 0 V Q V V



SeiUtral "’tatoamta \oro®3 Iline

CROUP Wx

iftUjMt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 3.7 .6 3.1 3.2 2.5 1.3 1.2 3.6 1.5 3.6
2 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.3 0.6 3.7
3 4.0 4.4 0.4 0.7 2.4 0.4 0.2 0.0 1.8 3.2
4 2.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 2.5 1.0 1. 1 5.5 0.8 3.1
5 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.5 4.0 O.u 3.0
6 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 ■■.6 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 7.4 1.2 2.6 0.5 5.0 2.5 •- . 9.9 .4g 2.4 2.6 5.4 3.7 0.5 2.4 O.b 0.5 1.1 0.4
7 .0 0. 1 ,0 4.5 4.0 7.4 14.0 4.8 7.8 10.0

10 6.0 2.5 7.6 2.8 0.0 12.0 6.5 5.0 9.5 •>•2u 0.2 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.3 0.8 1.1 O.O 1.6 1.0
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 3.4 2.1 0.5
13 0.6 4.0 7.5 3.6 1.7 2.4 3.9 0.3 0.2 0.2
U 1.1 2.8 3.5 3.0 0.0 1.0 2.3 • 0.0 4.4
15 4.8 3.5 1.9 1.1 1.8 2.0 3.4 4.6 2.6 .0
16 2.5 4.5 4.8 4.6 5.8 7.8 8.0 9.8 10.5 3.0
17 7.8 1.2 3.0 4.5 3.0 2.2 11.2 1.5 2.4 7.2
18 3.8 2.0 5.6 3.2 0.0 8.2 8.6 5.5 4.5

grow x.s*p2

dbjMt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 6.5 12.0 U.S 7.2 11.7 .1 15.5 23.0 14.8 8.6
2 .0 0.0 2,6 0.8 4.0 5.0 0.9 4.1 3.4 5.0
3 5.6 3.7 15.8 3.0 10.8 21.5 0.0 18.3 15.6
4 .5 0 0 0 0 .5 .3 0 2.5 .4
5 .8 •8 .2 .3 0 .5 0 .6 .2 1.0
6 1.5 3.3 2. 2.7 2.4 4.0 2.3 2.3 7.5 5.4
7 •9 2.6 1.6 • 8 0 1. ' 2.3 .4 5.7 5.0
8 3.5 0 l.o 5.3 4.0 2.4 1.0 0 2.4 3.3"> *1
9 0 •k 0 .2 .4 .5 1.6 .2 .1 1.3

10 9.8 15.6 13.0 9.5 10.8 .5 14.5 4.0 11.8 20.1



MuttnOL 3 I*toLKnts . cross Tiw

W Iu

fcbjaat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10
1 •2 0 .4 .8 1.6 0 0 .3 .3 02 1.0 .7 0 .4 6 .6 1.0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 .9 .4 •4 1.8 0 .6
4 .1 0 • 0 2.0 0 .5 .8 1.2 .3 0
5 .6 0 0 2.0 2.4 .8 0 .5 •6
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .8 • o 2.8 2,2
7 0 0 .3 0 3.4 6.4 3.2 .6 5.6 .8
3 0 .5 .3 0 4.7 .2 3.0 0 0 1.0
9 0 .3 •4 .5 0 0 .2 4. .8

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
n 3.7 5.2 6.5 4.7 5.5 .7 .5 2.2 3.6 5.3
12 0 4.7 1.5 . 7 0 1.2 8.2 1.8 2.9 ..•4
U 10,0 0 0 2.5 4.9 3.0 5.6 2.2 .7 3.9
u 11. 4.2 2.6 4.0 8.0 9.5 10.4 13.2 2.3 33 .6
15 2.0 .8 4.0 2.8 1.5 ' 1.9 3.5 9.3 4.2 1.8
16 • 0 1.3 0 0 .4 0 1.0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 .2 .2 0 •4 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 A .2 0 .4 0 0
19 1.6 1.2 •4 0 •6 .8 .6 0 .8 0
20 0 0 0 0 l.C 0 0 .6 0 0

4 « <

SbJlKJt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2.G .5 0 0 1.3 0 .9 .9 .2 2.3
1.0 1.3 .3 3.. 3.0 .6 0 2.8 4.8 .

3 •9 . 1.6 0 .2 .4 1.9 0 3.8 .8
k •8 0 3.0 .7 2.3 3.6 0 1.0 3.3 0
5
6

x• X
0

.8 
c

1.2 2.0
.1

.9

.7
3.5
0

2.0
.1

3.0
.2

2.1
1.0

1.5
.5

7 •8 1.0 1.2 2.0 .4 1.6 0 .2 0 2.0
8 13.5 4 J) 0 7. 4.0 • 3 2.0 • 8 1.3 14.5
9 o o .3 .1 .2 •3 0 .1 .4 2.8

10 0 1.5 0 0 .1 1.0 0 1.0 .6 0



'wutril 3titc cute trow Tina®

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 3.5 0 2.4 7.6 3.8 7.0 3.7 6.3 11.9 12.5
2 0 3.0 4.7 •4 .5 0 4.8 2.8 5.3 6.0
3 •8 2.3 .3 5.6 4.1 1.4 .2 0 0 1.8
4 1.9 0 .8 •> 3.3 4.8 4.7 U.S 7.2 1.9
5 2.9 0 3.9 .3 .5 2.2 0 .5 0 .9
6 .3 3.8 .4 3.2 •4 0 .1 0 2.3 1.8
7 0 0 0 3.4 2.7 4.4 2.3 2.2 1.8 4.8
9 10.9 4.4 3.7 5.0 3.6 1.4 3.9 .. 14.8 7.5
9 0 0 .6 7.3 0 4.5 0 o.O a.4 5.2

10 .2 0 1.0 .8 5.0 3.0 .8 1.9 *..2 4.0
n .2 .5 0 .3 0 1.6 0 1.8 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 .9 0 0 0 .2 .1
13 2.0 .1 1.4 .9 .2 0 2.6 0 0 0
U 3.5 2.6 6.3 1.5 2.4 2.6 1.9 1.5 3.5 .7
15 .7 0 2.4 0 2.1 0 1.5 1.5 .1 0
16 1.0 .8 0 0 0 .2 0 0 .6 1.4
17 .5 0 .5 0 .2 .8 0 0 1.0 1.4
18 ■ 2.0 1.2 0 .7 1.8 .k .9 .7 .5 0

iiKlUr ^2^1*1

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 3.6 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 .4 3.1 3.7
2 1.6 0 .2 3. 3.4 5.9 5.9 .2 2.4 3.0
3 2.0 1.8 1.8 2.1 1.8 2.5 1.9 0 0 1.3
4 1.1 0 3.0 0 8.2 4.1 1.3 .9 6.6 1.5
5 1.4 2.0 3.1 5.6 5.5 1.1 2.2 4.0 5.6 3.8
6 .5 1. 11.8 3.7 0 0 7.8 3.9 17.3 10.3
7 7.1 8.0 9.8 8.0 27.2 5.6 10.3 4.9 8.0 3.0
8 7.0 6.3 24.9 7.8 10.0 li«5 16.8 6.’J 10.0
9 4.6 6.5 2.5 .6 13.4 7.5 9.0 8.5 6.5 •

10 1.0 0 0 0 0 .4 .3 0 .2



<l*itrtl t\Oment« \croa« Tine

Submit \ • 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2.7 2.5 1.2 .4 5.4 5.3 0 1.7 1.6 5.52 .2 0 0 .5 0 0 .1 5.0 1.8 3.1
J 5.8 3.0 4.1 7.8 31 6.9 3.4. 5.5 6.6 5.2
4 2.0 0 1.9 6.7 2. 7.0 2.0 0 7.3 0
5 1.8 0 2.8 .7 3.0 .5 5.4 4.6 9.0 4.3
6 5.2 2.0 7.1 .8 •4 0 .3 5.8 3.1 5.3
7 2.9 .8 0 1.8 2.3 1.0 2.3 1. 1.9 1.7
• .3 2.2 1.0 1.0 1.2 4.3 .8 2.0 .6 5.1
9 2.0 2.0 1.0 .2 .2 1.2 0 3.4 1.0 2.3

10 1.2 0 0 .a .5 1.1 1.7 1.6 .9 2.2
11 0 0 0 .7 2.3 £• - 3.4 0 0 1.0
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